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Abstract
In the last decades developments in space technology paved the way to
more challenging missions like asteroid mining, space tourism and human
expansion into the Solar System. These missions require difficult tasks
such as real-time capable guidance schemes for re-entry, landing on celestial
bodies and implementation of large angle maneuvers for spacecraft. There
is a need for an analysis tool to increase the robustness and success of these
missions. Reachability analysis contributes to this requirement by obtaining
the set of all achievable states for a dynamical system starting from an
initial condition with given admissible control inputs of the system.
In this study, an optimal control based reachability analysis algorithm
is developed for evaluating the performance of the guidance and control
methods for space missions considering the desired performance index. The
developed method considers a soft-landing problem for a Moon mission as
the case study, and attainable area of the lander as the performance index.
The method computes feasible trajectories for the lunar lander between the
point where the terminal landing maneuver starts and points that constitutes
the candidate landing region. The candidate landing region is discretized
by equidistant points on a two dimensional plane, i.e. in downrange and
crossrange coordinates, and for each grid point a distance function is defined.
This distance function acts as an objective function for a related optimal
control problem (OCP).
Each infinite dimensional OCP is transcribed into a finite dimensional Non-
linear Programming Problem (NLP) by using Pseudo-Spectral Methods
(PSM). The NLPs are solved using available tools to obtain feasible trajec-
tories and approximated reachable sets with information about the states of
the dynamical system at the grid points. The proposed method approximates
reachable sets of the lander with propellant-to-reach and time-to-reach cost
by solution of NLPs.
A polynomial-based Apollo guidance scheme is used to compare the results
for the developed method. The coefficients that define the position of the
lander are obtained by solving a series of explicit equations for the given
initial and final states. A model inversion based PD controller is designed to
track the generated trajectory. Feasible solutions that satisfy safe landing
conditions are filtered and the results are compared for the two different
approaches.
Finally, the uncertainties which are characterized by initial state error and
system parameters are also considered. A multivariate trajectory interpola-
tion tool is used to interpolate RS with different initial states. A Riccati
equation-based controller is designed to track the previously obtained refer-
ence trajectories within presence of the uncertainties. Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations are carried out to obtain safe attainable landing area of the
lunar lander as probability maps. The same uncertainty set is used to verify
these probability maps by propagating the uncertainties using unscented
transform.
The developed tool analyzes the different guidance and control methods, for
the attainable landing area of the lander, under various landing scenarios,
with different dynamical models and controller parameters. Numerous
quality metrics are used to compare the change of characteristics of the
attainable landing area and performance of the guidance and control methods,
and selected design parameters.
Zusammenfassung
In den letzten Jahrzehnten erleichterte die Entwicklungen in der Raum-
fahrttechnik den Weg fu¨r anspruchsvollere Missionen wie Bergbau auf
Asteroiden, Weltraumtourismus und die menschliche Expansion in das Son-
nensystem. Diese Missionen erfordern schwierige Aufgaben wie echtzeitfa¨hige
Flugfu¨hrungssysteme fu¨r den Wiedereintritt, der Landung auf Himmelsko¨rpern
und die Durchfu¨hrung von groen Schwenkmano¨ver fu¨r Raumfahrzeuge. Es
besteht derzeit der Bedarf fu¨r ein Analysewerkzeug, um die Robustheit
und den Erfolg solcher Missionen zu erho¨hen. Die Erreichbarkeitsanalyse
(engl. Reachability analysis) tra¨gt dazu bei einen Teil dieser Anforderung zu
erfu¨llen. Sie erlaubt es die Menge aller erreichbaren Zusta¨nde fr ein dynamis-
ches System zu beschreiben. Dabei beru¨cksichtigt sie den Anfangszustand
sowie bestimmte zula¨ssige Steuerungseinga¨nge.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein auf Optimalsteuerung basierender
Erreichbarkeits-Algorithmus entwickelt, der Methoden der Steuerung und
Regelung fu¨r Raumfahrtmission anhand eines gegebenen Leistungsmaes
bewertet. Diese Arbeit betrachtet exemplarisch die Aufgabe, weich auf dem
Mond zu landen, wobei die Fla¨che der erreichbaren Landeregion das Leis-
tungsma darstellt. Die Methode berechnet zula¨ssige Trajektorien fu¨r einen
Mondlander zwischen Startpunkt des finalen Landemano¨vers und Punkten
innerhalb einer potentiell mo¨glichen Landeregion. Diese Landeregion wird
durch a¨quidistante Punkte auf einem Gitter in Flugrichtung und orthogonal
dazu diskretisiert (downrange und crossrange), und fu¨r jeden Punkt wird
eine Abstandsfunktion definiert; diese dient als Zielfunktion des zugeho¨rigen
Optimalsteuerungsproblems.
Jedes dieser unendlich dimensional OCP wird in ein endliche dimensionales
Nichtlineares Programm (engl. Nonliner Programming Problem, NLP), unter
Verwendung von Pseudospektrale Methoden (PSM), transkribiert. Die NLPs
werden mit ga¨ngigen Werkzeugen gelo¨st, um potentielle Trajektorien und
eine Approximation der Erreichbarkeitsmenge zu erhalten. Dazu werden
die Zustandsinformationen an den Gitterpunkten ausgewertet. Das hier
vorgeschlagene Verfahren approximiert die Erreichbarkeitsmenge mit Hilfe
eines Zeit- und Treibstoffverbrauch abhngigen Kostenfunktionals und der
Lo¨sung der NLPs.
Ein Polynom-basiertes Flugfhrungsverfahren der Apollo Missionen wird hier
verwendet, um die Ergebnisse fu¨r die entwickelte Methode zu vergleichen.
Die Koeffizienten, welche die Position des Landers definieren werden durch
die Lo¨sung einer Serie von expliziten Gleichungen mit definierten Anfangs-
und Endzustnden berechnet. Um die erzeugte Trajektorie zu verfolgen, wird
ein auf Modellinversion basierender PD-Regler entworfen. Realisierbare
Lo¨sungen, die eine sichere Landung gewa¨hrleisten, werden anschlieend
herausgefiltert und die Ergebnisse werden fu¨r die zwei unterschiedlichen
Ansa¨tze verglichen.
Abschlieend werden die Unsicherheiten, die durch anfa¨ngliche Zustandsfehler
und Systemparameter gekennzeichnet sind, ebenfalls beru¨cksichtigt. Fr die
Interpolation zwischen den verschiedenen Erreichbarkeitsmengen wird ein
multivariables Trajektorien-Interpolations-Werkzeug verwendet. Ein auf der
Riccati Gleichung basierender Regler wird entworfen, um die vorausberech-
nete Referenztrajektorie zu verfolgen. Monte Carlo (MC) Simulationen
werden durchgefu¨hrt, um sichere erreichbare Landepla¨tz des Mondlanders zu
bestimmen und diese als Wahrscheinlichkeitskarten abzubilden. Die gleichen
Unsicherheiten werden weiterhin dazu verwendet, um die Wahrscheinlichkeit-
skarten durch eine Unscented Transformation zu verifizieren.
Das entwickelte Werkzeug analysiert verschiedene Steuerungs- und Regelungs-
konzepte fu¨r die erreichbare Landeregion in diversen Szenarien mit unter-
schiedlichen Dynamiken und Reglerparametern. Die Charakteristiken der
Landeregion und die Leistung der Steuerungs- und Regelungsmethoden und
der Designparameter werden anhand verschiedener Metriken verglichen.
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1Introduction
Within the last decades, exploration of space was the driving factor and rationale for
space research. Experiences obtained during this era yielded many spin-off technologies
and these breakthroughs resulted in a high social and economic life standards. As
the trend is shifting from exploration to exploitation phase, there are plans for more
challenging missions like in orbit servicing of satellites, establishing bases on celestial
bodies and space mining. In order accomplish the mission objectives, complex and
innovative approaches are considered for encountering harsh space environment and
resulting challenges.
Autonomous execution of defined tasks while handling uncertainties with available
capabilities is necessary for the success of these missions. In particular, execution of
autonomous and precise guidance and control (G&C) algorithms is considered to be
one of the most critical and vital segment during mission phase, especially in missions
which require landing on celestial bodies.
The increased capabilities of space technology and continuously developed mathe-
matical methods improved the landing precision substantially. Future missions target a
fully autonomous landing using new technologies, such as absolute and relative visual
navigation using camera images and known landmarks on the surface of the body,
hazard detection and avoidance (HDA) in regions with low illumination, autonomous
trajectory generation and large angle divert capabilities for safe landing sites. These
precision landing systems could be further developed to lead the way for a pinpoint
landing (PPL) capability required for future space missions that depend on landing on
the desired point. The maturation of this key technology will provide enhanced safety
with high success rate of future space missions enabling the positioning of the lander
directly in a region of high interest scientifically or economically.
Autonomous landing requires acquiring necessary information from the on-board sen-
sors, processing the data and creating the control law in real-time. Such an autonomous
control system steers the spacecraft from the current point to a desired landing point
while taking performance indices such as propellant or time of flight into account. In
order to achieve such objective, the spacecraft is equipped with several instruments
like cameras, laser altimeters and LIDAR. The data obtained from these sensors gives
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information about the position and the attitude of the vehicle, as well as surface features
like the craters, density of the rocks and slope of the terrain. The surface properties are
analyzed by HDA to obtain numerous risk maps.
However, these risk maps do not take into account the physical limitations and
capabilities of the spacecraft. In order to ensure safety during landing, two factors
should be considered. Firstly it must be identified if all candidate landing areas are
achievable by the spacecraft considering the instant attitude and remained propellant.
Second, if the the predefined point is not suitable for landing, is the spacecraft able land
on an another emergency point and implement other maneuver scheme. In order to
answer these questions, a map of attainable and safe landing area that also considers the
physical capabilities of the lander, actuators limitations and uncertainties is required.
Reachability analysis meets the necessity of such objective by obtaining Reachable
Set of the system.
1.1 Reachability
Reachable set is the set of all achievable states for a dynamical system starting from an
initial condition with the admissible control inputs and possible uncertainties on the
system parameters or initial states as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a Reachable Set.
Reachability deals with the problem of whether from a given point, the system will
eventually be able to reach another given point. At the end of reachability analysis,
reachable sets which includes crucial information about the dynamical system of interest
are obtained. These information could be used for different purposes:
• Controller Design: Reachability analysis can be used to find or tune controller
parameters for given performance or safety indices1.
• Mission Analysis: Reachable sets can determine the evolution of all states of a
given dynamical system. This could provide essential information about design
considerations of a mission such as required control authority or avoidance of
forbidden zones2 3.
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• State Estimation: Set based observers could obtain the set of possible states by
reachability analysis instead of using stochastic methods (e.g. Kalman filtering).
Reachability is classified into two categories depending on the formulation of the
problem. For forward reachability, the aim is to find final set of states which start
from a given set of initial states. For example, the forward reachability analysis yields
reachable sets which shows the attainable landing area for a lunar lander for a given
initial condition, nonlinear system dynamics, constraints and uncertainties as shown in
the Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: An example forward reachable set of a Lunar lander. The lander can attain
any point inside the shaded area.
On the other hand, in backward reachability the objective is to find set of states
which trajectories start and achieve a given target point. Similarly, for the same example,
the landing point could be reachable with the given dynamical system if the initial state
is inside the backward reachable set. Figure 1.3 shows the graphical representation of
backward reachable set for a lunar lander.
There are different methods for obtaining reachable sets and have both drawbacks
and advantages in terms of accuracy of the solution, necessity of the computational
power or capability with handling the suitable class of systems. In this study only
nonlinear continuous system dynamics with equality and inequality constraints are
considered.
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Figure 1.3: An example backward reachable set of a Lunar lander. The lander can achieve
a successfull landing starting the maneuver from any point inside the shaded region.
1.2 Safe Landing Area Determination for Soft Landing
Problem
Soft landing is an interesting problem for reachability analysis, and results of the
analysis could yield valuable information which could be used during the design of
the related technologies. A soft landing is smooth and steady landing of spacecraft
that does not result in damage to the vehicle or anything on-board. The soft landing
problem characterizes the safety considerations by taking the safe landing conditions
into account.
The reachable sets are considered for the terminal landing phase of a generic Moon
mission. In this scenario, the spacecraft starts a landing maneuver from its lunar circular
orbit. After a Hohmann transfer, the lander moves on an elliptical descent orbit from
an altitude of 100 km to a perigee of 15 km. Powered descent starts at an altitude of 15
km and continues until 2 km. During the powered descent the lander slows down from
orbital velocities using the main engine. At the approach stage, an attitude adjustment
maneuver is performed and translational velocities are further decreased for terminal
landing phase. The terminal landing phase of the landing maneuver is supposed to start
at an altitude of 300 m.
Future Moon missions require the landing procedures to be executed autonomously.
In order to increase the performance of the landing algorithm, optical navigation systems
are used. Especially using high resolution images of Moon surface obtained by NASA’s
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter4, hazards could be cataloged easily to be further used
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Figure 1.4: A generic mission profile for Lunar lander. (not scaled)
during landing. These risk maps include information about the slopes, craters, roughness
of the surface and shadows. HDA algorithms sense the candidate landing area, and
characterize the surface properties of the region in real-time. Finally, the system
determines whether the chosen landing site is safe. If the safe landing conditions are
not met, the control system steers the lander to another safe landing site.
Hazard avoidance algorithms compute the landing regions which satisfies most of
these safety considerations. In addition, reachability analysis return the reachable
landing area of the lander which takes the rest of the safe landing conditions into
account. The fusion of these two different data sets yields the final safe landing area
for landing on celestial bodies as shown in the Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Hazard Detection and Avoidance System for the Landing Phase.
The final reachable set computations could increase the performance of the guidance
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and control algorithm in certain ways and could be used as an analysis tool for mission
design or assess the performance of the guidance and control methods. The research
develops reachability analysis algorithm while targeting the following research questions:
• What is the theoretical maximum reachable landing area of the Lunar lander for
given constraints and mission scenario?
• How does the selected guidance and control method influences the reachable
landing area?
• How does the characteristics of the reachable landing area change within the
presence of uncertainties in the system parameters or initial state error?
The outcome of the reachability analysis algorithm could be used for different
purposes. The algorithm computes reachable sets for different uncertainties in initial
states or system parameters. This provides information about the diversion capabilities
of the lander from the nominal landing point. If the selected region of interest is found
to be unsafe, the another candidate landing point could be selected inside the reachable
area. Guidance algorithm could re-plan the new trajectory for the new landing point.
In addition, reachable maps are obtained by computing the propellant optimal
trajectories. It also considers the extra propellant consumed during diversion maneuvers.
A cost function for HDA could be set such that the candidate landing point is selected
based on safety considerations and propellant consumption. Finally, although the
proposed algorithm is not real-time capable, it could compute the reachable sets off-line
and with a proper approximation method, reachable sets could be approximated in
real-time with acceptable approximation errors.
1.3 Scope and Summary of Contributions
The scope of the work is limited to obtaining reachable sets for the given nonlinear
continuous dynamical systems. The focus is on obtaining safe landing area of a lunar
lander during a generic Moon mission.
This work has several contributions for both to the guidance and control fields.
Basically, it derives a nonlinear dynamical model for the lunar lander with varying and
steerable throttle. In addition, it develops a guidance algorithm for the given system
dynamics of a lunar lander to find feasible landing trajectories using optimal control.
The infinite dimensional OCP is transcribed into finite dimensional NLP problem using
Pseudo-spectral methods. It also designs a Riccati-equation-based feedback controller
for the main guidance method.
The Apollo-era polynomial based guidance algorithm is used for comparison study.
Exact linearization is used to invert the nonlinear system dynamics. A PD-like controller
stabilizes the system and attenuates the errors due to model inversion or uncertainties
on the initial states or system parameters.
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The reachable sets obtained by these two methods are compared using several quality
metrics. In addition, a novel method is introduced to create reachable sets based on
existing multivariate trajectory interpolation techniques.
In mission phase, on-board sensors acquire measurement data with uncertainty.
Therefore the initial state error or uncertainty in the system parameters need to be
considered. In this case, the robustness of the developed algorithm is proven by MC
analysis. The sources for the uncertainties are identified. During the MC simulations,
initial states and system parameters are sampled using Gaussian distribution and
attainable landing area of the closed loop system are obtained within the presence of
uncertainties in order to analyze the impact of the uncertainties on the RS. Unscented
transform is used to propagate uncertainties in a more computationally efficient way
compared to MC simulations. Using the transformed mean and covariance, a probability
map of the respective point is created for the associated uncertainties. The probability
density function with proper bounds is integrated and the resulting probability maps
are compared with the probabiltiy maps from MC simulations.
In this study, considerations about the computational power necessities are neglected
although polynomial approach is shown to be real time capable for generating feasible
trajectories. The design parameters are fixed and no optimization procedures are carried
out for the parameters of the feedback controllers. In addition, creation and synthesis
of the various feature maps are not included in the algorithm development.
During the study the following tools were developed for creating the reachable sets:
• Development of real-time capable polynomial guidance algorithm based on model
inversion.
• Development of reachable set computation tools in Matlab.
• Comparison of reachable sets obtained with two different methods.
• Reachable set computation for closed loop systems with uncertainties.
• Comparison of MC simulations with probability maps generated with unscented
transform.
Moreover, this research contributed to the development of DLR’s in-house trajetory
optimization tool SPARTAN (SHefex-3 Pseudospectral Algorithm for Reentry Trajectory
ANalysis). The following papers related to this work were published in whole or in part
by the author:
1. Approximation of Attainable Landing Area of a Moon Lander by Reachability
Analysis 5
2. Safe Landing Area Determination for a Moon Lander by Reachability Analysis 6
3. Safe Landing Area Determination for a Moon Lander by Reachability Analysis 7
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4. Real-time Capable Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller Design for The Upper
Stage of a Launch Vehicle 8
5. SPARTAN: An Improved Global Pseudospectral Algorithm for High-fidelity Entry-
Descent-Landing Guidance Analysis 9
6. Real-time Capable Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller Design for The Upper
Stage of a Launch Vehicle 10
7. Exact Hybrid Jacobian Computation for Optimal Trajectory Generation via Dual
Number Theory 11
8. Attainable Landing Area Computation of a Lunar Lander with Uncertainty by
Reachability Analysis 12
1.4 Outline of Thesis
This dissertation is arranged as follows. Chapter 1 provides motivation and background
information for this work and lists this work’s contributions to the field.
Part I is devoted to the basic concepts and dynamical models and includes Chapters
2-3. Chapter 2 discusses existing methodologies for reachable set computation methods.
It also summarizes the research about trajectory optimization and lunar lander guidance
methods. Chapter 3 presents the derivation of the 2-D and 3-D nonlinear dynamical
model for the lunar lander.
Part II includes Chapters 4-6 which are related to the main algorithm development
and set computations for various scenarios. Chapter 4 contains sections for discretization
of the OCP to the related NLP using PSM. Chapter 5 includes the set computation
and numerical results for the nominal cases. The results obtained in this chapter is
considered as the reference solution for the rest of the thesis. Chapter 6 provides
information for the polynomial based Apollo guidance method and tracking controller
using model inversion. In this chapter, RS obtained by Apollo guidance method is
compared with reference solution.
Part III includes Chapters 7-10 and is related to handling uncertainties and parameter
variation. Chapter 7 presents MC analysis and discussion about selection of uncertainty
parameters and quality metrics for the results. In Chapter 8, an unscented transform
based method is introduced for the computation of probability maps. Chapter 9
introduces multivariate interpolation based reachable set interpolation and assessment
of the results.
Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and provides a summary of the study.
Figure 1.6 illustrates the structure of the thesis.
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Figure 1.6: The Structure of the Thesis
9
Part I
Basic Concepts and Dynamical
Models
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2State of Art and Problem
Statement
There are variety of methods in the literature that have been developed for computing
the reachable sets. In order to understand the difference of these methods, in addition
to reachability, reachable set and should be defined properly.
2.1 Reachable Set
Reachability analysis is a comprehensive methodology providing information about the
evolution of states of a given dynamical system. Consider the nonlinear dynamical
system represented by the state equation
x˙(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) , t ∈ I,
x(t0) = x0 ∈ X,
(2.1)
where X ⊂ Rn denotes the state space and U ⊂ Rm the input space. x0 = x(t0) is the
state at initial time t0 while xf = x(tf ) denotes the final state. The control input is
contained in the space of admissible control signals, that is u(t) ∈ U = L∞([t0, tf ], U).
For each point in time, the solution or state trajectory x(·) : R+ → X of Eq. (2.1) is an
element of the state space x(·) ∈ X.
Definition 1. Given x0 and the set of all admissible U , the reachable set of Eq. (2.1)
at time tf is defined as
Rtf (x0) = {xf ∈ X|∃u ∈ U ∧ ∃x(·) ∈ X s.t. Eq. (2.1) holds ∧ xf = x(tf )}. (2.2)
Similarly, if final time t1 is in the interval I, then reachable set is defined as
RI(x0) = {x1 ∈ X|∃t1 ∈ I ∧ ∃u ∈ U ∧ ∃x(·) ∈ X s.t. Eq. (2.1) holds ∧ x1 = x(t1)}.
(2.3)
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The system is assumed to be deterministic, i.e. produces the same results for the
same inputs. If the closed-loop dynamics of a feedback control system is considered,
control input u is a function of state x and time t and has the following form
u(t) = g(x(t)) (2.4)
Therefore, the nonlinear system in Eq. (2.1) attains the following form
x˙ = f(x(t), g(x(t))). (2.5)
Considering the formulation above, reachable set equals to the set of all states
attainable by the given dynamical system with the admissible set of inputs and the
predefined equality and inequality constraints. Similarly, reachability deals with the
problem of whether from a given point, the system will eventually be able to reach
another point of interest, without active control constraints if a closed loop system is
considered.
2.2 Computation of Reachable Sets
Reachability analysis is a strong tool for verification and determination of the safety of
the system and has been applied to several real world problems including safe landing
envelope of an aircraft13, landing corridor of a reusable launch vehicle14, re-entry
problems15, for planetary landing16 17, collision avoidance for aircraft18 and cars19,
unmanned aerial vehicles(UAVs)20 and even biological systems21.
There are various methodologies for obtaining the RS for different classes of systems.
The methodologies have a balance between the accuracy of the solution and the
computation power required. RS computation suffers from a concept called curse of
dimensionality. As the dimension of the state space increases, the computational power
required to compute the RS crosses beyond practical limits. Instead of computing RS
for the full state space, some algorithms compute a subset of the RS22.
Another classification lies behind the accuracy of the results. In terms of accuracy,
methods can be classified into two categories. A technique is said to be convergent if
it can be proved that approximation of the reachable set converges to the true reachable
set as the approximation is refined by using finer discretization steps. On the other
hand, in overapproximation methods are implemented such that any approximation
error introduced during computations makes the reachable set even larger2.
Obtaining RS for linear systems is well understood and efficient algorithms were
developed recently23,24,25,26,27. RS for nonlinear systems are generally nonconvex and
only few methods are available for the computation of RS for these class of systems.
For general nonlinear systems, global optimization techniques28, face lifting methods29
or optimization based methods30 can be applied. The works on reachability analysis of
linear and nonlinear continuous systems can be extended to hybrid systems considering
the switching in the continuous dynamics. However considerations related to hybrid
systems are not within the scope of this thesis. In general, three basic approaches for
reachability set computation can be classified as
12
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• Set Valued methods2,31
• Level Set methods32
• Optimization based algorithms30
A family of algorithms called level set methods have been designed specifically
to compute approximations to reachable set of a dynamical system by obtaining the
viscosity solution for time dependent PDEs with continuous initial conditions and
Hamiltonians. In level set methods, the surface of the reachable set is characterized by
an implicit PDE equation. These PDEs might be difficult to solve either analytically or
numerically. The solutions may not converge where the derivatives become discontinuous
in finite time.
Based on the numerical solution of PDEs, another way to differentiate these two
classes of reachable set methods is as Eulerian or Lagrangian approximations. An
Eulerian approach approximates the solution’s values at the nodes of a fixed grid using
finite difference, finite element or finite volume techniques. In contrast, a Lagrangian
approach follows the flow of the solution by computing along trajectories of the dynamics,
a process that is equivalent to solving a PDE by the method of characteristics.
Level set methods computes the reachable set for all states of the given dynamical
system. Therefore, in the cases where a subset of the reachable set important, the full
reachable set is projected into two or three dimensional subspace.
The level set methods are limited to systems where the PDE representing the
surface of the reachable set could be solved numerically. At the best case the solutions
are obtained for dynamical systems with four states. For higher order systems, the
discretization step in spatial coordinates becomes smaller and the computations become
numerically unstable.
The second class of methods describes the reachable set as the solution of a dif-
ferential inclusion or a related integral-funnel equation. These classes of methods are
computationally tractable for nonlinear systems. Moreover, these approaches are de-
signed to provide an approximation of the reachable set and the convergence to the RS
is not guaranteed. Figure 2.1 illustrates the flow tube approximation of Van Der Pol
system. The details of the computation of this figure is included in Appendix A.
A large portion of the work in literature considers the reachable set under several
assumptions, typically dealing with linear ODEs or discrete time models. Several
geometric representations for linear continuous systems have been investigated to obtain
reachable sets. Polytopes28, ellipsoids33 31, oriented rectangular hulls34, zonotopes2 25,
or support functions35 are used for the representation of reachable sets.
The algorithms for linear continuous systems can be applied to general nonlinear
systems or hybrid systems. This is achieved by conservative linearization, i.e. by
considering the linearization error as an additional uncertain input of the linearized
system.
Set valued methods suffer from the curse of dimensionality. As the dimension of the
state space increases, the computations increase exponentially, making the computational
13
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Figure 2.1: Flow Tube Approximation of Van Der Pol System
requirement higher even for linear systems. Yet another problem with the set valued
methods are wrapping effect. The error obtained for the computation of reachable set
is accumulated in the next computation step. Therefore, for long time horizons the set
valued methods may approximate the reachable sets in an over-conservative way.
In addition to above classification of the available methods, barrier certificate are
used to find unreachable region of the state space36. In the state space, a barrier
certificate guarantees that all system trajectories stays in a region and does not cross it.
Thus unreachable region is found without computing the flow explicitly.
2.3 Reachable Set Computation by Optimal Control
Optimization plays an important role in the computations of RS and is used in set
valued methods, level set methods and finding barrier certificates. However, apart from
the previous discussion, the method proposed in this thesis purely relies on the optimal
control. In this set of techniques, an objective function is defined which tries to find
an control input to the system to steer it to predefined set of states. This is achieved
by transcribing continuous optimal control problem (OCP) into finite dimensional
14
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nonlinear programming (NLP) problem which is solved by existing solvers. In some
cases the computations can be executed in parallel which results in high speedup37.
In addition, depending on the properties of the RS, both convex and nonconvex RS
can be computed by applying different approaches. However main disadvantage of the
problem is the need for high computational power.
OCP for Convex Reachable Sets
Support functions are used to compute convex RS13. In this method, the aim is to
maximize the value of a state in a defined direction. By successive iterations, boundary
of the convex RS is found. Since the RS is convex, this implies that the region within
the convex set is also reachable.
Denote by C(Rn) the set of all nonempty convex compact sets in Rn and let
c ∈ C(Rn) and l ∈ Rn. Then considering the definition of support function
ρ(l, C) = sup
c∈C
〈lT c〉 (2.6)
the set of supporting points of C in direction l is defined by
Y (l, C) := c ∈ C|lT c = ρ∗(l, C). (2.7)
Thus, to calculate a supporting point x(tf ) on the boundary of the reachable set
R[tf ,t0](x0) in a fixed direction l we have to find an admissible control function u(t) ∈ U
that maximizes the functional y → lT y (resulting in the support function ρ(l,R[tf ,t0](x0))
as optimal value). This constitutes the following special optimal control problem of
Mayer type:
max lTx(tf )
s.t. x˙ = f(x(t), u(t)), a.e. in [t0, T ]
u(t) ∈ U a.e. in [t0, T ]
x(0) ∈ X0
x(·) is the corresponding solution to u(·).
(2.8)
If the reachable set is compact and convex, reachable set is
R[tf ,t0](x0) = Ch{x∗(tf ; l)|l ∈ Rn, ‖l‖2 = 1}. (2.9)
This approach is only suitable for convex sets. Main assumption is that the RS is
connected and convex. So only by obtaining boundary of the RS implies that any point
inside the boundary is reachable by the dynamical system. However in this method, no
information is provided about the value of states at final time (i.e., x(tf )) inside the
boundaries.
15
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OCP for Nonconvex Reachable Sets
In this approach equidistant grid points are projected onto the RS. Similar to previous
method, a distance function is defined and at each grid point, an optimal control
problem (OCP) is solved30 38 39. Advantage of this method is to get rid of cumbersome
set operations (Minkowski sum, convex hull, conversion of set properties). Despite the
computation power requirement, the method is applied to real world problems19.
As discussed previously, this method also suffers from the curse of dimensionality. As
the size of space state dimension increases, the number of grid points needed to capture
the behaviour of the system increases exponentially. However, with the proposed method
a subset of RS can be computed to reduce the need for these intensive computations.
In order to find the maximum attainable landing area, grid points are projected onto
the plane defined by downrange and crossrange.
In order to determine the approximated RS, an associated OCP should be solved to
find control inputs that steer the system from the initial state to the final grid points. If
a feasible solution is found, the point is said to be reachable. Otherwise, if the solution
cannot be found, the candidate point is excluded from the set. Instead, final states
of the associated problem are included in the set. In other words, the solution which
minimizes the distance between the candidate point and final states are taken into
account. The set which encloses all these final points constitutes the RS. The OCP is
formulated as
min
1
2
‖x(tf )− gs‖22
s.t. x˙ = f(x(t), u(t)), a.e. in [t0, tf ]
u(t) ∈ U a.e. in [t0, tf ]
x0 ∈ X0.
(2.10)
where X0 ⊂ Rn denotes the state space, U ⊂ Rm denotes the input space, t0 denotes
initial time, tf denotes the final time. The approximation of the reachable set can be
then formulated as
R[t0,tf ]s(X0) =
⋃
gs∈Gs
{x?(tf ; gs)} (2.11)
where Rtf (x0) denote the set of all possible states x at time tf given an initial condition
x0 and control in U , R[t0,tf ]s(X0) denotes the reachable set (RS) of states for Eq. (2.1),
and for given x0, x
?(·; gs) is the corresponding solution to u?(·; gs). The main idea is as
follows:
• Choose a region G ⊆ Rn and discretize G by a grid Gs ⊂ G with step-size s, as
shown in the Figure 2.2
• For every gs ∈ Gs solve the resulting optimal control problem OCP (gs) given by
Eq. (2.10)
16
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In the case of free final time, the definition is same but the methodology for the
computation of the resulting OCP changes. This change in the computation method is
further explained in Section 4.2. In the second case, tf is also an optimization variable.
State information at tf is used to obtain approximation of the RS.
Figure 2.2: Discretization of a Subset of the State Space
Indirect Methods
In an indirect method, Pontryagin’s minimum principle and the calculus of variations40 41
is applied to determine the first-order necessary conditions for an optimal solution.
Applying the calculus of variations transforms the optimal control problem to a Hamilto-
nian boundary-value problem (HBVP). The solution to the HBVP is then approximated
using one of the various numerical approaches. Basic approaches for solving the HBVP
are shooting, finite difference42, multiple shooting43 and collocation44. Although using
an indirect method has the advantage that a highly accurate approximation can be
obtained and that the proximity of the approximation to the optimal solution can be
established, indirect methods have several disadvantages.
• Implementing an indirect method requires that the complicated first-order neces-
sary optimality conditions be derived.
• The indirect methods require that a very good initial guess on the unknown
boundary conditions must be provided. These guesses include a guess for the
costate which is a mathematical quantity inherent to the HBVP. Because the
costate is a non-intuitive and non-physical quantity, providing such a guess is
difficult.
• Whenever a problem needs to be modified (e.g., adding or removing a constraint),
the necessary conditions need to be reformulated.
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• For problems whose solutions have active path constraints, a priori knowledge of
the switching structure of the path constraints must be known.
Direct Methods
In a direct method, the continuous functions of time (the state and/or the control) of
the optimal control problem are approximated and the problem is transcribed into a
finite-dimensional NLP45. The NLP is then solved using well developed algorithms and
software46 47 48 49. Well-known direct methods can be classified and illustrated in Figure
2.3.
In the case where only the control is approximated, the method is called a control-
parameterization method. When both the state and the control are approximated,
the method is called a state and control-parameterization method. Direct methods
overcome the disadvantages of indirect methods because the optimality conditions do
not need to be derived, the initial guess does not need to be as good as that required
by an indirect method, a guess of the costate is not needed, and the problem can be
relatively easily modified. Direct methods, however, are not as accurate as indirect
methods, require much more work to verify optimality, and many direct methods do
not provide any information about the costate. Many different direct methods have
been developed. The two earliest developed direct methods for solving optimal control
problem are the direct shooting method and the direct multiple-shooting method50.
Both direct shooting and direct multiple-shooting methods are control parameterization
methods where the control is parameterized using a specified functional form and the
dynamics are integrated using explicit numerical integration (e.g., a time-marching
algorithm). A direct shooting method is useful when the problem can be approximated
with a few number of variables.
Figure 2.3: Classification of Direct Methods
As the number of variables used in a direct shooting method grows, the ability
to successfully use a direct shooting method declines. In the direct multiple-shooting
method, the time interval is divided into several subintervals and then the direct
shooting method is used over each interval. At the interface of each subinterval, the
state continuity condition is enforced and the state at the beginning of each subinterval is
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a parameter in the optimization. The direct multiple-shooting method is an improvement
over the standard direct shooting method as the sensitivity to the initial guess is reduced
because integration is performed over significantly smaller time intervals. Both the direct
shooting method and the direct multiple-shooting method, however, are computationally
expensive due to the numerical integration operation and require a priori knowledge of
the switching structure of inactive and active path constraints. A well-known computer
implementation of direct shooting methods is POST51.
Another approach is that of direct collocation methods52 53 54, where both the state
and the control are parameterized using a set of trial (basis) functions and a set of
differential-algebraic constraints are enforced at a finite number of collocation points. In
contrast to indirect methods and direct shooting methods, a direct collocation method
does not require a priori knowledge of the active and inactive arcs for problems with
inequality path constraints. Furthermore, direct collocation methods are much less
sensitive to the initial guess than either the aforementioned indirect methods or direct
shooting methods. Some examples of computer implementations of direct collocation
methods are SOCS55, DIDO56, GPOPS57 and SPARTAN9.
The two most common forms of direct collocation methods are local collocation45
and global collocation52 53 58 54. In a direct local collocation method, the time interval is
divided into subintervals and a fixed low-degree polynomial is used for approximation
in each subinterval. The convergence of the numerical discretization is achieved by
increasing the number of subintervals.
Direct local collocation leads to a sparse NLP with many of the constraint Jacobian
entries as zero. Sparsity in the NLP greatly increases the computational efficiency.
However, the convergence to the exact solution is at a polynomial rate and often an
excessively large number of subintervals are required to accurately approximate the
solution to an optimal control problem resulting in a large NLP with often tens of
thousands of variables or more. In a direct global collocation method, the state and the
control are parameterized using global polynomials. In contrast to local methods, the
class of direct global collocation methods uses a small fixed number of approximating
intervals (often only a single interval is used). Convergence to the exact solution is
achieved by increasing the degree of polynomial approximation in each interval.
2.3.1 Moon Landing
This thesis considers terminal landing phase for a lunar lander as an example problem. A
lander test platform developed by DLR is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The aim is to develop
a trajectory-based RS analysis algorithm which can be used to assess the performance
of the different guidance and control methods for the desired index. The thesis also
aims to identify the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of the proposed method,
demonstrating the robustness while testing with different scenarios.
In the literature there are various methods for the soft landing problem. The
basic soft landing guidance problem is defined as finding a trajectory for the lander
between any given state at the beginning of terminal landing maneuver to a desired
terminal state without violating any state constraints (e.g., reaching the target without
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flying subsurface) and control constraints (e.g., actuator saturation) with the available
propellant. These methods have different characteristics in terms of handling constraints,
computing propellant optimal trajectories and computational requirements.
Due to limited capabilities of Apollo-era flight computers, explicit polynomial based
guidance methods were used extensively during the early space missions. The gravity
turn was the first active guidance law to be used for soft-landing of spacecraft by NASA
in the Surveyor program59. The method relies on solving a quadratic equation for the
acceleration in order to ensure zero velocity on the surface60.
Several methods that solve a boundary value problem analytically and are capable
of computing the trajectory in-flight have been developed61 62. The Apollo guidance
system is an adapted version of these class of methods and was used on six successful
Lunar landings with the strongest heritage63. The Apollo landing is composed of the
approach phase, braking phase and the terminal descent phase. In the braking and
approach phase the aim is to reduce the velocity of the vehicle from orbital speed. Once
these phases are completed, the velocities in the downrange, crossrange and altitude are
close to their final values. During the terminal landing phase, the G&C system steers
the vehicle from low gate to the landing point. These phases use this same guidance
algorithm with differences in the reference constants.
Modified versions of Apollo guidance methods were developed to compute propellant
optimal trajectories and use different acceleration profiles64 65 66 67.
Numerical methods solve the same guidance problem using optimal control while
satisfying equality and inequality constraints. This makes such guidance algorithms very
robust and propellant optimal with the cost of more computational resources. However,
with the recent advances in space technology, optimal solutions can be computed for
the soft-landing problem in real-time with certain assumptions and simplifications while
satisfying constraints.
Gradient-based numerical optimizations methods have been proposed to the guidance
problem68. Although computationally expensive, classical numerical optimization
techniques are also applied to solve the guidance problem for the computation of the
reachable landing area17. The hybrid problem is solved for lunar landers with non-
throttable engines69. Some methods obtains off-line trajectory libraries and a feasible
solution is approximated by interpolating optimal trajectories70. The soft-landing
problem is considered using Pseudo-Spectral methods5 6.
Ac¸ıkmes¸e and Ploen published a promising guidance mode based on convex opti-
mization theory using ”lossless convexification”71 72. The original guidance problem is
formulated as a second-order cone problem (SOCP). The convex approximation makes
it very computationally efficient with real-time capabilities. The method has received
lots of attention in the past decade, and has been used in the ”fly-away” phase of
Curiosity rover landing on Mars surface.
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Figure 2.4: EAGLE Lander Test Platform of DLR
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3Nonlinear Dynamical Model
In this section, the equations of motion of the nonlinear dynamical system is derived.
The nonlinear dynamical system has the general form
x˙ = f(x(t), u(t)) (3.1)
where x = [r v]T ∈ R6 and u ∈ R3 is a control vector, and
f(x(t), u(t)) =
[
v
g(r) + a(x, u)
]
(3.2)
where g is the gravitational acceleration and the vector function f(·) is continuously
differentiable. The spacecraft position and velocity vectors represented in lunar centered
inertial coordinates and are given by
r = [r1 r2 r3]
T
v = [v1 v2 v3]
T
Moon centered inertial coordinates define an inertial reference frame centered at the
lunar center of mass and described by three orthogonal unit vectors. The equations of
motion are represented in Moon centered inertial frame (MCI) for two reasons. First
reason is to have a valid method which provides the same results independent of the
location of the landing point. Second reason is the necessity of non-rotating frame
assumption for the polynomial guidance method. In this approach, the translational
motion of the vehicle is demonstrated in a non-rotating frame with flat surface assump-
tion. The accelerations due to gravity and thrust are given by the vectors g and a,
respectively.
The RS computation considers a lunar lander in the terminal landing phase. There-
fore, for simplification of the guidance law, the equations of motion is derived in
downrange-altitude-crossrange (d − h − c) frame. First of all, a simple 2-D model in
d− h frame is derived. The model is further expanded to include the motions in 3D by
following the same method. Finally, the 3D model will be simplified and the reasons
and assumptions for the simplification is mentioned in the related section.
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3.1 d-h Model
Two dimensional position of the spacecraft can be expressed as downrange d = d(t) and
altitude h = h(t). In x− y coordinate system, the position is defined as
x = (h+ r) sin
d
r
(3.3)
y = (h+ r) cos
d
r
(3.4)
Figure 3.1: x− y and d− h coordinate system.
Taking the time derivative of the both side yields of Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.3)
x˙ = h˙ sin
d
r
+
d˙
r
(h+ r) cos
d
r
(3.5)
y˙ = h˙ cos
d
r
− d˙
r
(h+ r) sin
d
r
(3.6)
Taking again the time derivative of Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6) gives
x¨ = h¨ sin
d
r
+ 2
d˙
r
h˙ cos
d
r
+
d¨
r
(h+ r) cos
d
r
− d˙
2
r2
(h+ r) sin
d
r
(3.7)
y¨ = h¨ cos
d
r
− 2 d˙
r
h˙ sin
d
r
− d¨
r
(h+ r) sin
d
r
− d˙
2
r2
(h+ r) cos
d
r
(3.8)
Define γ such that
γ = arctan
(h+ r) sin dr
(h+ r) cos dr
=
d
r
.
The total forces acting on the spacecraft is expressed as
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x¨ = −g sin γ − T
m
cos δ (3.9)
y¨ = −g cos γ − T
m
sin δ (3.10)
where δ is the angle of the thrust vector perpendicular to the local horizon. Arranging
terms for Eq. (3.5)-(3.6) and Eq. (3.7)-(3.8) leads to
h¨ sin
d
r
+ 2
d˙
r
h˙ cos
d
r
+
d¨
r
(h+ r) cos
d
r
− d˙
2
r2
(h+ r) sin
d
r
= −g sin d
r
− T
m
cos δ (3.11)
h¨ cos
d
r
− 2 d˙
r
h˙ sin
d
r
− d¨
r
(h+ r) sin
d
r
− d˙
2
r2
(h+ r) cos
d
r
= −g cos d
r
− T
m
sin δ. (3.12)
After simplification of Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.12)
h¨− d˙
2
r2
(h+ r) = −g − T
m
(
cos δ sin
d
r
+ sin δ cos
d
r
)
2
d˙
r
h˙+
d¨
r
(h+ r) = − T
m
(
cos δ cos
d
r
− sin δ sin d
r
)
.
Finally rearranging the terms yields
h¨ =
d˙2
r2
(h+ r)− g − T
m
(
cos δ sin
d
r
+ sin δ cos
d
r
)
d¨ = −2 d˙
r + h
h˙− Tr
m(h+ r)
(
cos δ cos
d
r
− sin δ sin d
r
)
.
3.2 d-h-c Model
The equations of motions of the lunar lander is derived leading to the nonlinear dynamical
model presented by Oehlschla¨gel (2011)et al. in reference69. The model includes three
non-throttable main engines. Only one main engine provides thrust during the final
phase of landing. Reaction control system (RCS) thrusters are used for the rotation
of the spacecraft. The forces of motion are derived in an inertial coordinate system
and converted to the Moon Centered Moon Fixed coordinate system. The components
of the thrust acting on the spacecraft in body-fixed coordinate system is illustrated in
Figure 3.2 and can be expressed by
TBF =
1
m
−Th − Tm−Ts
−Tq
 (3.13)
After rotation
TMCI = Rz(β − δ)Ry(χ)TBF (3.14)
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Figure 3.2: Body-Fixed coordinate system.
TMCI =
cos(β − δ) −sin(β − δ) 0sin(β − δ) cos(β − δ) 0
0 0 1
 cosχ 0 sinχ0 1 0
− sinχ 0 cosχ
TBF (3.15)
The local horizon is represented with the vehicle carried coordinate frame (V) and
the difference between the body-fixed coordinate system are shown in Figure 3.4 and
Figure 3.5.
Gives
TMCI =
T1T2
T3
 =
− cos(β − δ)((Tm + Th) + Tq sinχ) + sin(β − δ)Ts− sin(β − δ)((Tm + Th) + Tq sinχ)− cos(β − δ)Ts
(Tm + Th) sinχ− Tq cosχ

where
δ = arctan
x
y
=
d
r
γ = arctan
z√
x2 + y2
=
c
r
.
(3.16)
After simplification of Eq. (3.2)
TMCI =
T1T2
T3
 =
− cos(β − dr )((Tm + Th) + Tq sinχ) + sin(β − dr )Ts− sin(β − dr )((Tm + Th) + Tq sinχ)− cos(β − dr )Ts
(Tm + Th) sinχ− Tq cosχ
 . (3.17)
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Figure 3.3: x− y − z and d− h− c Coordinate System.
Effect of gravity of Moon on the spacecraft in vehicle carried coordinate frame is
gV =
 0− MG
(r+h)2
0
 (3.18)
Rotation in respective coordinates gives
gMCI = Rz(δ)Rx(−γ)gV (3.19)
gMCI =
1 0 00 cos γ − sin γ
0 sin γ cos γ
 cos δ sin δ 0−sinδ cos δ 0
0 0 1
gV (3.20)
Finally the forces acting on the system are added.x¨y¨
z¨
 = gMCI + TMCI (3.21)
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Figure 3.4: Representation of Local Horizon and Body-Fixed Coordinate System.
Figure 3.5: Vehicle Carried Coordinate System and Body-Fixed Coordinate System.
The position of the spacecraft is expressed as
x = (h+ r) cos γ sin δ = (h+ r) cos
c
r
sin
d
r
y = (h+ r) cos γ cos δ = (h+ r) cos
c
r
cos
d
r
z = (h+ r) sin γ = (h+ r) sin
c
r
(3.22)
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Taking time derivative of both sides in Eq. (3.22) yields
x˙ = −(r + h) sin
(
c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
c˙
r
+
(r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
cos
(
d
r
)
d˙
r
+ cos
( c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
h˙
y˙ = −(r + h) sin
(
c
r
)
cos
(
d
r
)
c˙
r
− (r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
d˙
r
+ cos
( c
r
)
cos
(
d
r
)
h˙
z˙ =
(r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
c˙
r
+ sin
( c
r
)
h˙
(3.23)
And the time derivative of Eq. (3.23) gives
x¨ = −(r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
c˙2
r2
− 2(r + h) cos
(
d
r
)
sin
(
c
r
)
c˙d˙
r2
− (r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
d˙2
r2
− 2 sin
(
c
r
)
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(
d
r
)
c˙h˙
r
+
2 cos
(
c
r
)
cos
(
d
r
)
d˙h˙
r
− (r + h) sin
(
d
r
)
sin
(
c
r
)
c¨
r
+
(r + h) cos
(
d
r
)
cos
(
c
r
)
d¨
r
+ cos
( c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
h¨
y¨ = −(r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
cos
(
d
r
)
c˙2
r2
+
2(r + h) sin
(
d
r
)
sin
(
c
r
)
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− (r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
cos
(
d
r
)
d˙2
r2
− 2 cos
(
d
r
)
sin
(
c
r
)
c˙h˙
r
− 2 cos
(
c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
d˙h˙
r
− (r + h) cos
(
d
r
)
sin
(
c
r
)
c¨
r
− (r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
sin
(
d
r
)
d¨
r
+ cos
( c
r
)
cos
(
d
r
)
h¨
z¨ = −(r + h) sin
(
c
r
)
c˙2
r2
+
2 cos
(
c
r
)
c˙h˙
r
+
(r + h) cos
(
c
r
)
c¨
r
+ sin
( c
r
)
h¨
(3.24)
Finally recalling Eq.(3.21) and solving for d¨, h¨, c¨ gives
d¨h¨
c¨
 =

r
mh˜cc˜
(−T1cd˜+ T2sd˜) + 2d˙( c˙r tc˜− h˙h˜)
1
m [(−T1sd˜− T2cd˜)cc˜− T3sc˜] + [(d˙cc˜)2 + c˙2] h˜r2 − MG(h˜)2
r
m(h˜)
[(T1sd˜+ T2cd˜)sc˜− T3cc˜]− d˙2r sc˜cc˜− 2c˙h˙h˜
 (3.25)
h˜ = h+ r, sd˜ = sin
d
r
, cd˜ = cos
d
r
sc˜ = sin
c
r
, cc˜ = cos
c
r
, tc˜ = tan
c
r
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Table 3.1: Definition of constants in Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.27.)
Constant Definition Value Unit
r radius of the Moon 1.737e6 m
M mass of the Moon 7.3490e22 kg
G gravitational constant 6.6743e-11 N·m2/kg2
σm
fuel consumption per unit thrust
by the main engine
5e-4 -
σRCS
fuel consumption per unit thrust
by the RCS
3.75e-4 -
Thrust vectors are defined in non-dimensional form. The first derivatives of the
pitch (β) and yaw (χ) angles are also added to the system of differential equations,
where ωβ and ωχ are commanded angular rate
β˙ = ωβ, χ˙ = ωχ (3.26)
Thrust dependent fuel consumption depending on σm and σRCS is defined as
m˙ = −|Tm| · σm − (|Tu|+ |Ts|+ |Tq|) · σRCS (3.27)
where σm and σRCS define the coefficients for consumed propellant mass per unit
generated thrust. Finally all states of the dynamical system defined by Eq. (3.25)-(3.27)
are represented in the following state vector
x = (d˙, h˙, c˙, d, h, c, β, χ,m)T (3.28)
The control vector is represented by
u = (Tu, Ts, Tq, ωβ, ωχ)
T (3.29)
The explanation and the values of the parameters used in the simulations are
tabulated in Table 3.1.
As explained before the equations of motion are represented in Moon centered
inertial frame. In fact, the assumption holds since the rotation of the Moon around
its axis has negligible effect on the final position of the spacecraft. Acceleration of the
spacecraft represented in MCI frame is expressed as
aMCI =
(
d2r
dt
)
MCI
=
(
dv
dt
)
MCI
=
[(
d
dt
)
r
+ Ω×
] [(
dr
dt
)
r
+ Ω× r
]
(3.30)
where Ω is the angular velocity of the Moon around its axis. After carrying out the
differentiations and rearranging the terms yields the acceleration in the rotating frame
ar = aMCI − 2Ω× vr −Ω× (Ω× r)− dΩ
dt
× r. (3.31)
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The Moon completed one rotation around its axis in 27.32 days. So the angular
velocity of the Moon is
Ω =
2pi
27.32 · 86400 ≈ 2.66 · 10
−6 rad/s. (3.32)
Neglecting the orbital perturbations of the Moon by other celestial bodies, the
rotational velocity change of Moon is zero. Hence the last term in Eq. (3.30) drops.
The term Ω× (Ω× r) is also negligible considering the rotational velocity of the Moon.
During the simulations, the largest component of the velocity v is -19 m/s. Substituting
the values in the term 2 Ω× vr and assuming a flight time of 50 s, the difference in the
final position is approximately 0.12 m, which is inline with the assumption to express
the equations of motion in a non-rotating frame.
3.3 Simplified d-h-c Model
Recalling Eq. (3.33), the orthogonal thrusters Th, Ts and Tq are modulated for attitude
control. The availability of the technology and simplicity, the design could be altered
such that, the thrust provided by the main engine is throttable. Hence the components
of the thrust provided by RCS can be omitted with Th = Ts = Tq = 0. This leads a
simplified model with
TMCI =
T1T2
T3
 =
− cos(β − dr )(Tm)− sin(β − dr )(Tm)
Tm sinχ
 (3.33)
d¨h¨
c¨
 =

r
mh˜cc˜
(−T1cd˜+ T2sd˜) + 2d˙( c˙r tc˜− h˙h˜)
1
m [(−T1sd˜− T2cd˜)cc˜− T3sc˜] + [(d˙cc˜)2 + c˙2] h˜r2 − MG(h˜)2
r
m(h˜)
[(T1sd˜+ T2cd˜)sc˜− T3cc˜]− d˙2r sc˜cc˜− 2c˙h˙h˜
 (3.34)
Similarly, ωβ and ωχ are commanded angular rate
β˙ = ωβ, χ˙ = ωχ (3.35)
Thrust dependent fuel consumption depending on σm and σRCS is defined as
m˙ = −|Tm| · σm (3.36)
Finally all states of the dynamical system defined by Eq. (3.34), Eq. (3.35), Eq. (3.36)
are represented in the following state vector
x = (d˙, h˙, c˙, d, h, c, β, χ,m)T (3.37)
The control vector is represented by
u = (Tm, ωβ, ωχ)
T (3.38)
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In the subsequent sections, the reference RS is compared with RS computed with
a modified Apollo guidance method. In the latter scenario, the nonlinear dynamical
model is inverted to follow a given trajectory in x− y − z coordinates. However, the
inversion cannot be performed for the nonlinear dynamical model with five control
inputs. Therefore, the number of control inputs are decreased to three by omitting the
additional thrust from the RCS.
3.4 Mission Scenario and Constraints
The reachable set for the lander is obtained for the terminal landing phase of the mission.
The spacecraft starts a landing maneuver from its lunar circular orbit. After a Hohmann
transfer, the lander moves on an elliptical descent orbit from an altitude of 100 km to
an altitude of 15 km. Powered descent starts at an altitude of 15 km until 2 km. At
this stage attitude adjustment maneuver is performed. The final phase of the landing
maneuver is supposed to start at an altitude of 300 m as shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Mission Scenario for the Moon Landing. (not scaled)
Initial conditions are determined from state information at an altitude of 300 m
using the optimal trajectory defined in69. The mission requires the following initial and
terminal conditions
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x0 = (d˙0, h˙0, c˙0, free, h0, free, β0, χ0, m0)
T (3.39)
xf = (0 , 0 , 0 , free, 0 , free,−pi
2
, free,mf )
T (3.40)
where (x0 = x(t0)) and (xf = x(tf )). Additional constraints results from final
landing condition. A landing is considered successful if the condition
|∆x(tf )| ≤ ∆xmax holds with
∆xmax = (1m/s, 1m/s, 1 m/s, df , 1 m, cf , 10
◦, 180◦, free)T (3.41)
The initial conditions, final conditions and constraints are summarized in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: State Information for Initial-Final Conditions and Allowed Bounds.
x0 xf xl xu
d˙ (m/s) 5 0 free free
h˙ (m/s) -19 0 free free
c˙ (m/s) 0 0 free free
d (m) 0 free free free
h (m) 300 0 0 free
c (m) 0 free free free
β (◦) −86 -90 −90 90
χ (◦) 0 free 0 180
m 0.5397 0.5 ≤ 0.5000 0.5397
where xu and xl denote upper and lower bounds on states respectively for the whole
time interval. Mass of the vehicle m is nondimensionalized with respect to initial total
mass, and final value must be larger than 0.5 of the initial total mass. Similarly u0 and
uf represents initial and final control inputs, uu and ul are associated upper and lower
bounds on the control inputs which is summarized in the Table 3.3. Control inputs in
final time (uf ) can attain any values between the given interval. The upper and lower
bounds on the rotation rates are defined considering the actual limits for the Lunar
module of Apollo mission73. In addition, the state trajectories with active constraints,
either on the states or controls, are not included in the reachable sets.
Table 3.3: Control Input Information with Initial-Final Values and Constraints.
u0 uf ul uu
Tm 0 free 1/0 1/5
Tu 0 free -0.222 0.222
Ts 0 free -0.222 0.222
Tq 0 free -0.222 0.222
ωβ(
◦/s) 0 free −2/− 15 2/15
ωχ(
◦/s) 0 free −2/− 15 2/15
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4Discretization of Optimal Control
Problem
In this Chapter, the OCP defined in Eq. (2.10) is discretized into finite dimensional
NLP using Pseudo-Spectral Methods. In a PSM, the basis functions are typically
the Chebyshev or Lagrange polynomials and the continuous functions are collocated
at the collocation points which are obtained using linear combination of the roots
of Legendre Polynomials or their derivatives. Gauss Pseudospectral Method (GPM),
Lobatto Pseudospectral Method (LPM) and Radau Pseudospectral Method (RPM) with
its flipped version (f-RPM) are the well known pseudospectral methods for discretization
of continuous problem with respect to time domain74 75.
These methods are based on spectral methods and typically have exponential
convergence rates compared to the traditional discretization methods. PSM were
applied to optimal control problems in the late 1980s using Chebyshev polynomials. The
classification of these methods lies in the selection of the generation of collocation points
and basis functions used for the approximation of the continuous function. Legendre-
Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) is a Legendre-based pseudospectral method using Lagrange
polynomials. An extension of the Legendre-based PSM called Lobatto pseudospectral
method (LPM) developed by Fahroo (2002)53 et al. At the same time, another Legendre-
based pseudospectral method called the Gauss pseudospectral method (GPM) was
developed by Benson and Huntington (2007)76 which uses Lagrange polynomials as
basis functions and Legendre-Gauss (LG) points for collocation.
Despite the many advantages of direct methods, many of them do not give any
information about the costate. The costate is important for verifying the optimality of
the solution, sensitivity analysis, and real time optimization. In PSM, costate estimates
were developed by relating the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of the NLP
to the continuous costate dynamics. A costate mapping principle has been derived to
estimate the costate from the KKT multipliers52.
A novel variation of PSM called the Radau pseudospectral method (RPM) was
used by Garg (2011)74 using Legendre-Gauss-Radau (LGR) points. This variation has
several advantages. First, the formulation of the method is not complicated and can be
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modified to incorporate any changes related to the constraints. Second, an accurate
solution can be found without providing any initial guess for the costates for the sparse
NLP solvers. Moreover, KKT multipliers of the NLP can be used to estimate the
costate. And finally Radau pseudospectral method shows a fast convergence behaviour
which is typical in PSM.
The OCP defined in 2.10 is discretized using SPARTAN (SHEFEX-3 Pseudospectral
Algorithm for Reentry Trajectory ANalysis), an in-house developed discretization
tool77 78 79.
4.1 Approximation of Functions using Legendre Polyno-
mials
In mathematics, Legendre functions are solutions to Legendre’s differential equation:
d
dx
[
(1− x2) d
dx
Pn(x)
]
+ n(n+ 1)Pn(x) = 0 (4.1)
The Legendre differential equation may be solved using the standard power series
method. The equation has regular singular points at x = 1 so, in general, a series
solution about the origin will only converge for |x| < 1. When n is an integer, the
solution Pn(x) that is regular at x = 1 is also regular at x = −1, and the series for this
solution terminates (i.e. it is a polynomial).
These solutions for n = 0, 1, 2, ... (with the normalization Pn(1) = 1) form a
polynomial sequence of orthogonal polynomials called the Legendre polynomials. Each
Legendre polynomial Pn(x) is an n
th degree polynomial as shown in Figure 4.1. It may
be expressed using Rodrigues’ formula:
Pn(x) =
1
2nn!
dn
dxn
[
(x2)n
]
(4.2)
The first few Legendre polynomials are tabulated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Legendre Polynomials with Different Orders
n Pn(x)
0 1
1 x
2 12(3x
2 − 1)
3 12(5x
3 − 3x)
4 18(35x
4 − 30x2 + 3)
5 18(63x
5 − 70x3 + 15x)
The collocation points are the roots of linear combination of Legendre polynomials.
Legendre polynomials are orthogonal in the interval [−1, 1]. Therefore time vector t is
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Figure 4.1: Legendre Polynomials with Different Orders
mapped to this domain by using following affine transformation
τ =
2
tf − t0 t−
tf + t0
tf − t0 . (4.3)
The location of the roots for different PSM methods within the interval of [−1, 1]
are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
In LGR method, Lagrange polynomials are used as basis functions for the approxi-
mation of continuous functions. With the Lagrange polynomial approximation, given a
set of N discretization points of a continuous function of time, (t1, ..., tN ), f(t) on the
interval ti ∈ [t0, tf ], there exists a unique polynomial, F (t), of degree N − 1 such that
F (ti) = f(ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (4.4)
The unique polynomial approximation to the function, f(t), is given by the Lagrange
polynomial approximation formula:
F (t) =
N∑
i=1
fiLi(t) (4.5)
where fi = f(ti). Li(t) are the Lagrange polynomials, defined as
Li(t) =
N∏
j=1
j 6=i
(
t− tj
ti − tj
)
(4.6)
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Figure 4.2: Collocation Points obtained by Different PSM Methods.
Selecting uniform points for the approximation of the function f(t) causes large
oscillations at the boundaries of the time domain. This behaviour is called Runge’s
phenomenon. In Figure 4.3, the continuous function is approximated using N = 11
uniform points. As the number of points is increased to N = 41, approximation error
diverges due to Runge’s phenomenon as shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3: Approximation of a Continuous Function using 11 Uniform Points with
Lagrange Polynomials
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Figure 4.4: Approximation of a Continuous Function using 41 Uniform Points with
Lagrange Polynomials
In order to eliminate this problem, nonuniform collocation points are used. Let
PN (τ) denote the N
th degree Legendre polynomial. The LGR discretization points are
the roots obtained from PN−1(τ) + PN (τ) where
PN (τ) =
1
2NN !
dN
dτN
[(τ2 − 1)N ] (4.7)
Figure 4.5 shows the approximation of the same function using nonuniform grid
points with Lagrange polynomials as basis functions. As the number of collocation
points is increased to N = 41, no oscillations exist at the boundaries of the time domain
as illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Yet another advantage of PSM methods is their convergency behaviour. As the
number of collocation points increases, the approximation error decreases exponentially.
Figure 4.7 compares the approximation error for different number of nodes. As the
number of collocation points is increased, the approximation error decreases exponentially
for PSM.
In discretizing OCP into NLP, the dynamics of the system defined in (2.1) can be
written in terms of algebraic nonlinear constraints evaluated at these discretization
points
fi =
N+1∑
j=1
Di,j · xdj −
tf − t0
2
f(τi, xdi , udi).
i = 1, ..., N j = 1, ..., N + 1
(4.8)
where fi is the residual at a given discrete node, D is the differential matrix with
elements Di,j which can be computed via using barycentric Lagrange interpolation
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Figure 4.5: Approximation of a Continuous Function using 11 Nonuniform Points with
Lagrange Polynomials.
using the method in (80) or either
D = reduce(Dˆ) (4.9)
with
Dˆij =
N∑
k=0
k 6=j
 N∏
m=0
m6=j,k
(τi − τm)

N∏
k=0
k 6=j
(τj − τk)
(4.10)
The operator reduce removes the first and last row of the associated matrix.
The continuous states and control inputs are approximated with polynomials which
interpolate the values at the nodes. One well known property is that all information
related to the states and the control inputs are equal their approximation at nodal
values. In other words
x(ti) = xdi , xdi ∈ Rn, i = 1, ..., N
u(ti) = udi , udi ∈ Rm, i = 1, ..., N.
(4.11)
Similarly the objective function is discretized as
J = φ(x(τN ), τN ). (4.12)
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Figure 4.6: Approximation of a Continuous Function using 41 Uniform Points with
Lagrange Polynomials.
Figure 4.7: Discretization Error Comparison for PSM with Different Number of Nodes.
In this thesis, flipped LGR points are used for approximation of the continuous
functions. The collocation points are obtained by flipping the LGR points about the
origin, i.e., by taking the negative of LGR points. The flipped Radau pseudospectral
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method differs from the standard Radau PSM because the final time is a collocation
point in flipped Radau pseudospectral, whereas in standard Radau PSM, initial time is
a collocation point.
As a result, in flipped Radau PSM, control at the final time is obtained. Initial
control input is obtained by extrapolating the second discrete control input in the time
domain. It is shown that the flipped Radau PSM results in a system of transformed
KKT conditions that is equivalent to the discretized form of continuous first-order
optimality conditions74. The subsequent section discusses the structure of the Jacobian
of the NLP in detail.
4.2 Structure of Jacobian
For a given problem with N discretization points, ns states, nc controls and tf as an
optimization variable, the size of the Jacobian J is
dim(J ) = [N · ns + 1]× [(N + 1) · ns +N · nc + 1] (4.13)
The first row includes the derivatives of the objective function J . The latter rows are
associated to the equality constraints or path constraints. The states are collocated
using N + 1 nodes. Different from states, the control inputs are collocated using N
nodes. It should be noted that since f-RPM is used for discretization, initial control
input u0 does not appear in the J . Instead, it is extrapolated once the problem is
solved. The size of the J is different for the set computations where tf is fixed and
taken as an optimization variable. The structure of the resulting Jacobian is
J =

∂J
∂x0
∂J
∂x1
∂J
∂u1
· · · ∂J∂xN ∂J∂uN ∂J∂tf
∂fc1
∂x0
∂fc1
∂x1
∂fc1
∂u1
· · · ∂fc1∂xN
∂fc1
∂uN
∂fc1
∂tf
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
∂fcN
∂x0
∂fcN
∂x1
∂fcN
∂u1
· · · ∂fcN∂xN
∂fcN
∂uN
∂fcN
∂tf
∂g1
∂x0
∂g1
∂x1
∂g1
∂u1
· · · ∂g1∂xN
∂g1
∂uN
∂g1
∂tf
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
∂gN
∂x0
∂gN
∂x1
∂gN
∂u1
· · · ∂gN∂xN
∂gN
∂uN
∂gN
∂tf

(4.14)
The J of the associated NLP is expressed as sum of three different contributers81.
J = Jps + Jns + Jth (4.15)
Jps is related to the use of f-RPM. It is the contribution to the J and to the constraints
represented given by the use of discrete differential matrix D.
Jps =

O1×[(N+1)·ns+N ·nc+1]
D˜1,1 ·· ·· D˜1,N
·· ·· ·· ·· O[N ·ns+1]×1
D˜N,1 ·· ·· D˜N,N
 (4.16)
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where
D˜ = Di,j · Ins , i = 1, ..., N, j = 1, ..., N (4.17)
Ins is the identity matrix with dimension ns.
Second contributor, numerical Jacobian Jn, can be computed using finite difference
method, complex step differentiation82 or dual number theory. In SPARTAN all this
methods can be selected for the computation of the derivatives. The results of the
accuracy and computational requirements was demonstrated on benchmark problems
by D’Onofrio (2016)11 et al.
Derivatives
The numerical derivatives can be computed using Finite Difference, Complex Step
Differentiation, Dual Numbers.
Finite Difference
These derivatives are obtained using finite difference method by using the Taylor series
expansion of the objective function.
f(x+ ∆x) = f(x) + ∆xf ′(x) +O(∆x2). (4.18)
Solving for f ′(x) gives
f ′(x) =
f(x+ ∆x)− f(x)
∆x
+O(∆x). (4.19)
The perturbation value ∆x  1 is problem dependent and chosen by tuning.
Obtaining the derivatives of the objective function is the most time consuming phase
during solution of the associated NLP.
Complex Step
The derivation of the complex-step derivative approximation is accomplished by approx-
imating a nonlinear function with a complex variable using a Taylors series expansion.
f(x+ ih) = f(x) + ihf ′(x)− h2 f
′′(x)
2!
− ih3 f
′′′(x)
3!
+ · · · (4.20)
Taking only the imaginary parts of both sides gives
Im[f(x+ ih)] = hf ′(x)− h3 f
′′′(x)
3!
(4.21)
Dividing by h and rearranging yields
f ′(x) =
Im[f(x+ ih)]
h
+O(h2) (4.22)
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The price for the accuracy is the computational complexity since performing complex
operations are more difficult compared to operations with real numbers. In order to
overcome this problem, each element of Jn is checked if there is dependency between
discretized functions and variables. Another advantage is that, the derivatives are not
sensitive to the chosen perturbation amount. Thus, there is no need for tuning of the
perturbation amount during the computation of the derivatives.
Dual Numbers
In linear algebra, the dual numbers extend the real numbers by introducing additional
term  with the property 2 = 0 with the form
z = a+ b (4.23)
where a and b are real numbers and, in particular
a = real(z) Real Part
b = dual(z) Dual Part
The main idea relies on the fact that 2 = 0 with  6= 0. This condition is not correct
mathematically while 2 = 0 requires  = 0. Therefore these numbers were also called
”fake numbers” since this class of number may not exist. In matrix notation the dual
numbers can be represented as
 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
; z = a+ b =
(
a b
0 a
)
(4.24)
It is easy to see that the matrix form satisfies all the properties of the dual numbers.
In order to implement the dual numbers, algebraic operations on these numbers should
be properly defined. The dual numbers have been implemented in MATLAB as a new
class of numbers, using operator overloading.
The dual-step differentiation method uses the dual numbers to provide first order
derivatives up to the machine precision. Consider the Taylor series of a function f(x)
for x ∈ R for a given perturbation value a.
f(x+ a) = f(x) + af ′(x) +
1
2!
a2f ′′ +
a3f ′′′(x)
3!
(4.25)
For a the dual number
a = a1 with 
2 = 0 and  6= 0 (4.26)
so that a2 = 0, a3 = 0, ..., the Taylor series truncates exactly at the first-derivative
term yielding
f(x+ a) = f(x) + a1f
′(x) (4.27)
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For f ′(x) taking the related term with  component and divide by a1, yields the
dual-step firs derivative formula
f ′(x) =
Dual[f(x+ a)]
a1
(4.28)
Since the dual-step derivative approximation does not involve a difference operation
and no terms of the Taylor series are ignored, this formula is subject neither to
truncation error, nor to round-off error. There is no need to make the step size small
and the simplest choice is a1 = 1, which eliminates the need to divide by the step
size. Therefore, using the dual-step method, the error between numerical and analytical
derivative (η = |f ′ − f ′ref |/|f ′ref |) is machine zero regardless of the selected step size.
The disadvantage of the use of dual numbers is that, discontinuous data cannot be used
for the derivatives such as look-up tables.
For all the available methods, the price for the accuracy is the computational
complexity since performing complex or dual operations are more difficult compared to
operations with real numbers. In order to overcome this problem, each element of Jn is
checked if there is dependency between discretized functions and variables. Dependency
matrix Md is defined as in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Dependency Matrix Md
variable 1 variable 2
function 0 (no dependency) 1 (dependent)
Simplified Jns is evaluated by:
Jns = Jn ◦Md (4.29)
where ◦ represents the Hadamard product.
Jn = − tf − t0
2

∂J
∂x0
∂J
∂x1
∂J
∂u1
· · · ∂J∂xN ∂J∂uN
∂fc1
∂x0
∂fc1
∂x1
∂fc1
∂u1
· · · ∂fc1∂xN
∂fc1
∂uN
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
∂fcN
∂x0
∂fcN
∂x1
∂fcN
∂u1
· · · ∂fcN∂xN
∂fcN
∂uN
O[N ·ns+1]×1
∂g1
∂x0
∂g1
∂x1
∂g1
∂u1
· · · ∂g1∂xN
∂g1
∂uN
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
∂gN
∂x0
∂gN
∂x1
∂gN
∂u1
· · · ∂gN∂xN
∂gN
∂uN

(4.30)
Thus, the number of elements needed to be computed for Jns using complex step
differentiation decreases substantially.
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Final contribution comes from the final time tf . If the final time is also an optimiza-
tion variable, Jt is computed as follows
Jt = −1
2

0
fc,1
O[N ·ns+1][(N+1)·ns+N ·nc+1] fc,2
· · ·
fc,N
 (4.31)
If the final time tf is fixed, Jt = 0. Figure 4.8 represents the structure of the J and
its contributors. Finally resulting sparse NLP is solved either by using SQP method or
Interior Point Method. The solvers approximates the Hessian matrix numerically using
BFGS method83.
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Figure 4.8: Resulting Structure of the Jacobian
The solution of the NLP gives the values of states xi and control inputs ui (i =
1, ..., N) at the collocation points. The values are post-processed by transforming all
the values into time domain [t0, tf ]. In addition, the state trajectories are computed by
a suitable RK propagation method by integrating the control input u(t). SPARTAN
computes the three contributors to the Jacobian of the NLP separately and increases
the computational efficiency of the discretization81. Linear and nonlinear automatic
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scaling techniques are also applied for NLPs with states and constraints with several
orders of magnitude78. In addition, several discretization methods are used during the
computation of the numerical derivatives. In the solution of the associated NLPs for
the computation of reference RS, dual numbers are used despite the computational
complexity.
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In the previous chapter, the main algorithm for computing the RS was introduced. As
discussed previously, the method relies on finding a feasible trajectory between the
initial states and the desired target final state. The state space is discretized using
uniform grid points. In this chapter, grid points are projected onto the plane defined
by downrange and crossrange on the Moon surface to find the maximum attainable
landing area of the Lunar lander. In this way a subset of the RS is approximated. This
eliminates the need to compute the RS in all dimensions of the state space, while the
information about some states might not include crucial information. Moreover, extra
effort to project the whole RS onto a lower dimensional subset of state space is avoided.
In this chapter RS is computed for different scenarios with propellant-to-reach and
time-to-reach maps. First, the developed method is tested on two example problems from
the literature. Later on, a reference RS is computed with fixed final time considering
equality and inequality constraints mentioned before. The effect of bounds for the
angular rate and thrust on RS is demonstrated. In the final scenario, the simplified
dynamical model is used for the computation of the RS.
In order to verify the solution of NLP, the control inputs obtained from the solution
are propagated. The spectral convergence of the PSM methods is tabulated with the
required computation time.
5.1 Solution of an Optimal Trajectory
The RS is approximated by the union of final states obtained from solution of a set of
problems. Therefore, obtaining a feasible trajectory without violating the constraints is
crucial. Recall the OCP in Eq. (2.10) together with the nonlinear dynamical system
with state vector in Eq. (3.37) and control vector in Eq. (3.38). Initial and final
conditions on the states are defined in Table 5.1 and controls in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: State Information for the example OCP
x0 xf xl xu
d˙ (m/s) 5 0 free free
h˙ (m/s) -19 0 free free
c˙ (m/s) 0 0 free free
d (m) 0 0 free free
h (m) 300 0 0 free
c (m) 0 0 free free
β (◦) −86.02 -90 −90 90
χ (◦) 0 free 0 180
m 0.5397 ≥ 0.5 0.5000 0.5397
Table 5.2: Control Input Information for the example OCP
u0 uf ul uu
Tm 0 free 0 4
ωβ (
◦/s) 0 free −15 15
ωχ (
◦/s) 0 free −15 15
where x0 define the initial states at t = t0, xf define the final states at t = tf , xl and
xu define the upper and lower bounds on the states. Similarly u0 define the initial control
input at t = t0, uf define the final control input at t = tf , ul and uu define the upper
and lower bounds on the control inputs. The values are taken from Arslantas (2016)
et.al 7. After discretizing the OCP in Eq. (2.10) with PSM and solving the resulting
NLP for a fixed final time (tf = 40 s), state trajectories are shown in Figure 5.1 and
control input in Figure 5.2 respectively. The results show that the spacecraft performs
the landing maneuver without attaining sub-surface levels in altitude, satisfying the
safe landing condition without any violations in constraints.
In order to compute the RS, the same problem is solved with a different objective
function targeting a specific landing point on the Moon surface. There is a need for error
metrics to assess the quality of the solution. After solving the NLP of the associated
OCP in Eq. (2.10), state information and control inputs for each grid point gs ∈ Gs
are obtained. Results are validated by propagating the control inputs by 4th order
variable-step-sized Runge-Kutta integration and comparing them with state trajectories
from the solution of the NLP. The comparison is done by measuring the Euclidean
distance between the final downrange and crossrange obtained by these two different
approaches. In other words, it makes a comparison between the solution of NLP and
the numerical integration scheme. Figure 5.1 shows the state trajectories obtained by
propagating the control inputs.
One advantage of PSM is that for smooth problems if the number of discretization
points increases, the solution of the NLP and the states obtained by propagating the
control inputs tend to converge. However, due to the increased size of the problem, the
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Figure 5.1: State Trajectories after solving Eq. (2.10). The control inputs are propagated
and state trajectories are compared.
Figure 5.2: Control Inputs obtained by solving Eq. (2.10).
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computational time increases accordingly.
5.2 Reachable Sets for Sample Problems
The following examples are considered for toy problems30. The true RS of the examples
are either known analytically or reference solutions are obtained by exhaustive search.
In each example the state space is discretized and NLP is solved for every grid point.
The first example is constructed such a way that the RS is a circle. The dynamical
equations, initial values and equality constraints for the problem is as follows
x˙ = 8(a1x(t) + a2y(t)− 2a2y(t)u(t))
y˙ = 8(−a2x(t) + a1y(t) + 2a1x(t)u(t))
x(0) = y(0) = 2
u(t) ∈ [−1, 1] , t ∈ [0, 1]
where a1 = σ
2 − 1, a2 = σ
√
1− σ2, and σ = 0.9.
(a) RS Solution by the Developed Main Algo-
rithm.
(b) RS Solution from Literature30.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of RS for the Kenderov Problem.
Figure 5.3a shows the results obtained by the main RS computation algorithm. The
result is inline with the reference set illustrated in Figure 5.3b. The second example is
an electric circuit and is known as Rayleigh problem. The nonlinear control problem is
x˙ = y(t)
y˙ = −x(t) + y(t)(1.4− 0.14y(t)2) + 4u(t)
x(0) = y(0) = −5
u(t) ∈ [−1, 1], t ∈ [0, 2.5].
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(a) Solution by the Main Algorithm. (b) Solution from Literature30.
Figure 5.4: Comparison of RS for the Rayleigh Problems.
As shown in Figures 5.4a-5.4b, the results obtained by the proposed method are
similar with respect to the example problems. Since the method described in the
literature has a different strategy for gridding the state space, a comparison in terms
of computation time is not included. The proposed algorithm is able to approximate
non-convex RS with equality constraints and inequality constraints on the states and
control inputs. In addition, final time can also be included as a free parameter to
the definition of the OCP. This allows computation of time-to-reach maps for a given
dynamical nonlinear system.
5.3 Reachable Sets for Nominal Dynamical Model
In this section, the main algorithm is used to compute RS for different scenarios. The
candidate landing area is discretized and mapped onto crossrange and downrange
coordinates. The RS is computed for fixed and free final time. In case of free final time,
the distance between uniform grid points is 250 m and for fixed final time (tf = 40 s) the
distance is 50 m. The number of nodes for the discretization of the OCP in Eq. (2.10) is
50. For the case study, the number of elements of the Jacobian matrix is 451×709 and
451×710 for the problems with fixed final time and free final time respectively. The
coordinates of the discretized region on the surface of the Moon is obtained by trial
cases with a coarse grid and the size of grid is minimized considering the dimensions of
the RS.
In all scenarios, the constraints defined in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 are valid. In some
scenarios, the effect of the bounds on the control inputs are illustrated. In these cases,
the bounds are defined explicitly. For the RS computation, the solutions are validated
with RK propagation. In addition, safe landing condition is checked for the solutions
that constitute the approximated RS. After the results are obtained, propellant-to-reach
or time-to-reach maps are generated.
Figure 5.5 shows the RS for tf = 40 s and Figure 5.6 shows the maximum attainable
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landing area with free final time. As predicted, the landing area with free final time
is larger compared to the scenario when tf is fixed. Due to the initial velocity in
downrange, the reachable set is not symmetric with respect to crossrange axis. It is also
clear that, propellant required to reach points near the boundary of the RS is higher
than the points in the interior of the RS.
Figure 5.5: Reachable Set with Fuel Cost - tf = 40 (s).
Figure 5.6: Reachable Set with Fuel Cost - tf = free.
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For the results, solutions for the family of NLPs are obtained with specific objective
function given in Eq. (2.10), and all the following statements are related to the specific
set of problems. Figure 5.7 shows the time required to reach to the points inside the
RS. Same comments are valid for the final time as in the case of final propellant. It
takes more time to achieve a successful landing on the points near the boundary of the
RS than on the points interior of the set. In this case, the size of the RS is determined
with the amount of final propellant. For the points on the border of the RS with free
final time, all the propellant is consumed.
Figure 5.7: Reachable Set with Time Cost.
For the first scenario, maximum and minimum values for downrange and crossrange
respectively are [-249 m, 423 m] and [-338 m, 338 m]. The extreme points for the scenario
with free final time are [-1161 m, 1729 m] and [-1462 m, 1462 m] for downrange and
crossrange. As there is no initial velocity in the crossrange direction, the RS is symmetric
with respect to this axis.
Figure 5.8 shows the evolution of the states and the landing tunnel. The landing
tunnel shows the evolution of the crossrange and downrange with propellant cost for
the lunar lander to land safely on any points inside the computed RS.
RS with different initial states
The algorithm is used to compute RS with different initial velocities. Figure 5.9
shows the RS with d˙0 = c˙0 = 0 (m/s) for fixed final time, while initial values of other
states are not changed. In this case, RS exhibits a symmetric behavior in downrange
and crossrange coordinates. The maximum and minimum values for downrange and
crossrange respectively are [-341 m, 334 m] and [-338 m, 338 m].
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of the States.
Figure 5.9: Reachable Set with d˙0 = c˙0 = 0 (m/s).
Figure 5.10 shows the RS with d˙0 = c˙0 = 5 (m/s). In this scenario, RS is shifted
along positive downrange and crossrange coordinates w.r.t. the case with nominal initial
states. Similarly, the maximum and minimum values for downrange and crossrange
respectively are [-249 m, 423 m] and [-265 m, 406 m].
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Figure 5.10: Reachable Set with d˙0 = c˙0 = 5 (m/s).
RS with different bounds on the constraints
In this case the bounds on the constraints are relaxed. Initially the angular rates were
defined in the interval of [−2◦/s, 2◦/s]. If the angular rates are changed to [−15◦/s, 15◦/s]
the RS as illustrated in Figure 5.11. As shown from the Figure 5.11, the spacecraft has
more agility in the rotational dynamics, yielding to a more circular landing area. The
maximum and minimum values for downrange and crossrange respectively are [-462 m,
723 m] and [-595 m, 595 m]
Another important effect is the maximum available thrust. In addition to angular
rates, the box constraint on the non-dimensional thrust Tm is modified from [0.778, 1, 222]
to [0, 5]. The RS computed with this assumption is shown in Figure 5.12. As illustrated,
the size of the RS changes considerably. In this case, the maximum and minimum
values for downrange and crossrange is [-1662 m, 1859 m] and [-1761 m, 1761 m].
5.4 Reachable Sets for Simplified Dynamical Model
In the final scenario, the RS is computed for slightly modified nonlinear dynamical
system. The RCS is omitted and the thrust is provided with the throttable main engine.
The simplified dynamical system is defined with state vector in Eq. (3.37) and control
vector in Eq. (3.38). The bounds on the angular rates and thrust is the same with
the previous scenario. As shown in Figure 5.13, the maximum and minimum values
for downrange and crossrange is [-1727 m, 1917 m] and [-1823 m, 1823 m] with a slight
increase in the area of the RS.
The coordinates of the RS for different scenarios are summarized in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.11: RS with −15◦/s < ω < 15◦/s.
Figure 5.12: RS with Relaxed Angular Rates and Tm.
It can be concluded that:
• The size of the RS depends on the initial states, constraints on the control inputs,
final time and the dynamical model.
• If the final time is a free parameter to the optimization problem, the size of the
RS increases substantially. In this case, the limiting factor for the size of the RS
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Figure 5.13: RS with Simplified Dynamical Model.
Table 5.3: Summary of RS Coordinates for Different Scenarios.
Downrange (m) Crossrange (m)
Min. Max. Min. Max.
Nominal RS -249 423 -338 338
RS with free tf -1161 1729 -1462 1462
RS with d˙0 = c˙0 = 0 m/s -341 334 -338 338
RS with d˙5 = c˙0 = 5 m/s -249 423 -265 406
RS with −15(◦/s) < ω < 15(◦/s) -462 723 -595 595
RS with relaxed angular rates and Tm -1662 1859 -1761 1761
RS for simplified dynamical model -1727 1917 -1823 -1823
is the amount of remaining propellant.
• When the allowed rates for pitch and yaw is increased, the agility of the lan-
der increases. This results in a more circular RS. It can be deduced that, the
rectangular-like RS in downrange-crossrange plane is due to the rate limits. In
the previous scenarios, rate limits were dominant factor on the shape of the RS.
• Available maximum thrust is yet another important factor for the size of the
RS. The safe landing area increases with increasing Tm. However it should be
noted that there might be limitations for the allowed minimum thrust level for
throttable engines.
• When the RCS is omitted from the dynamics of the lander, the shape and the
size of the RS does not change marginally. The components of main thrust vector
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provide enough force to steer the lander to regions with RCS.
5.5 Validation of the Results
As previously discussed, control inputs obtained by solving NLPs are propagated with
Runge-Kutta integration methods and compared with state information to assess the
quality of the solution. For the first scenario with tf = 40 s, the Euclidean distance
between two methods is 1.01 m as shown in Figure 5.14. Similarly, in the second scenario
where tf is defined as free parameter, the distance is 9.38 m as in the Figure 5.15. For
both cases, the maximum error occurs at the boundary of the RS. It can be concluded
that, it is numerically more demanding to find a solution for the points close to the
boundary of the RS.
Figure 5.14: The Euclidean Distance for RS with tf = 40(s).
The number of nodes for discretization of the associated OCP is also another
important parameter for the accuracy of the computed RS. Table 5.4 shows the accuracy
of the solution based on number of discretization nodes and computation time for each
case. The computations are performed using an Intel i7 Quad Core CPU operating at
3.40 Ghz and 32 GB of RAM. The RS computed with 90 nodes is illustrated in Figure
5.16.
As the number of nodes for the discretization of the OCP increases, the Euclidean
distance between the solution of RS and final states obtained by propagating the control
inputs is decreasing. On the other hand, as the size of the problem increases due to the
increased number of nodes, the computation time also increases. As expected, there is a
compromise between the accuracy of the solution and the computation time.
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Figure 5.15: The Euclidean Distance for RS with free tf .
Figure 5.16: The Euclidean Distance for RS with free tf and 90 Nodes for Discretizing
the OCP.
When 90 nodes are used for the discretization of the problem, the computation of
RS takes approximately 92 hours with an accuracy of 0.3513 m between the solution
obtained by solving the NLP, and the states obtained by propagating the control inputs.
On the other hand, the computation takes approximately 14 hours with an accuracy
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Table 5.4: Accuracy of the RS Computation Based on Number of Discretization Nodes.
Number of Nodes Computation Time Euclidean Distance (m)
30 14hr 12m 59s 2.5703
40 18hr 51m 58s 1.4655
50 28hr 13m 43s 1.0179
60 32hr 13m 19s 0.7821
70 47hr 54m 29s 0.5915
80 77hr 48m 29s 0.4147
90 91hr 51m 29s 0.3513
of 2.5703 m when 30 nodes are used to discretize the problem. In these scenarios the
maximum error for the solution of the problem is much smaller than the discretization
of the landing area (50 m-250 m) in downrange-crossrange plane. Therefore, in order
to be conservative 50 nodes are used for the discretization of the OCP to compute the
reference RS set, which is used in the subsequent chapters.
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In order to find the reachable set for moon landing problem, the candidate landing
area is discretized in crossrange-downrange plane by equidistant rectangular grid. For
each grid point, an OCP is formulated to find a feasible trajectory between the initial
point of the maneuver to the respective grid point without violating the safe landing
condition. Later on, the continuous OCP is transcribed using nonuniform discretization
points in time to obtain an associated NLP. Finally, the NLP is solved using available
solvers satisfying optimality conditions.
The major drawback of this approach is the computation time. In order to find
reachable set, all the grid points are tested if they are reachable. Moreover, the
verification of the solution is provided by just propagating the control inputs obtained
from the solving the NLP problem. Therefore, there is a need for comparing the proposed
guidance method, which is used to approximate the reachable set, with another algorithm
and compare the performance of both methods.
In literature there are various methods for the pinpoint landing (PPL) problem.
The basic PPL guidance problem is defined as finding a trajectory for the lunar lander
between any given state at the beginning of terminal landing maneuver to a desired
terminal state (e.g, candidate grid point) without violating any state constraints (e.g.,
reaching the target without flying subsurface) and control constraints (e.g., actuator
saturation) with the available fuel.
There are various approaches to obtain numerical and approximate solutions for
fuel optimal PPL guidance problem. Sostaric and Rea (2005)64 converted the guid-
ance problem into a constrained parameter optimization problem using both direct
collocation and direct multiple shooting methods and numerical solutions are obtained
for various scenarios. Najson and Mease (2005)84 developed an analytical method
by approximating the original problem by solving a simpler optimal control problem
without fuel considerations in the objective functional. Ac¸ıkmes¸e and Ploen (2005)71
showed that the fully constrained minimum-fuel guidance problem can be reduced to a
finite-dimensional convex-programming problem by convexification and interior point
methods are used to find the optimal solution with guaranteed convergence to any
desired level of accuracy for given state and control constraints.
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The last method is also used in landing phase of the Mars Science Laboratory and
proven to be successful. In order to keep the computations simple, more importance
could be put on finding a feasible solution, rather than a fuel-optimal solution.
One of the proven guidance methods is the polynomial based trajectory generation
which was used for Apollo missions. The Apollo guidance algorithms were developed to
be executed with a limited computational capability to accomplish a critical task of
sending men to Moon and return them safely to Earth.
6.1 Apollo Guidance Algorithm
For the Apollo missions, the lunar landing guidance consists of several phases. In
the braking and approach phase the aim is to reduce the velocity of the vehicle from
orbital speed. Once these phases are completed, the velocities in the downrange,
crossrange and altitude are close to their final values. During the terminal landing
phase, the G&C system steers the vehicle from low gate to the landing point. The
Apollo landing is compromised of the approach phase, braking phase and the terminal
descent phase. These phases use this same guidance algorithm with differences in the
reference constants.
The lunar descent is a nominally-planar trajectory in which the three phases as
illustrated in Figure 6.1 are:
• The braking phase (or P63) is initiated manually about 10 minutes before the
normal ignition time. In this phase the time and attitude for ignition is computed.
Latern, the descent propulsion system (DPS) is ignited. Finally, the Lunar Module
(LM) is brought into the required initial conditions the approach phase.
• Approach phase (P64) guidance begins with initial conditions consisting of 2.2
km altitude and 7.5 km ground range from the landing point. LM is almost
hovers at the top of the landing point. In this phase, the commander directs the
lunar guidance computer (LGC) to land at any pre-defined landing point until
initiation of the terminal descent phase. The pilot visually identifies the current
landing site and then steers the vehicle onto a trajectory coincident with another
visually selected landing site. This procedure is continues as the pilot commands
incremental displacements until the states for the terminal descent is achieved.
• The terminal descent phase (P66) begins at around 30 m altitude and 11 m ground
range from the landing site, or it may be initiated by the commander during the
approach phase. In this phase only velocities are controlled. The forward and
lateral velocity components are nulled to have just a vertical approach to the
lunar surface. This is done autonomously due to the removing sand blocks the
view of the commander. Altitude rate is controlled incrementelly until touchdown.
In terms of a vector polynomial function of target referenced time, the reference
trajectory is defined such that it satisfies a two point boundary value problem with a
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Figure 6.1: Apollo Mission Descent Guidance Phases and Targets.
total of five degrees of freedom for each of the three components. It can be defined as:
RRG = RTG + VTGTgo + ATG
T 2go
2
+ JTG
T 3go
6
+ STG
T 4go
12
(6.1)
where RRG is the position vector on the reference trajectory at the current (negative)
time-to-go Tgo and RTG, VTG, ATG, JTG, and STG, are the targeted position, velocity,
acceleration, jerk, and snap. These states are all given in a guidance reference frame
that has its origin at the specified landing point.
Because of the quartic form for the approach phase reference trajectory, fifteen
constraints must be specified (five coefficients in three dimensions). First, the trajectory
is confined to two dimensions, thereby reducing the unknown variables to ten. Then,
according to Klumpp (1971)63 , if the approach phase target point, velocity, and time
are selected along with a phase inception position and time and an additional midpoint
position, velocity, and time, there exists a closed form solution for the remaining ten
unknown variables that define RTG, VTG, ATG, JTG, and STG.
If we change the jerk and snap with some constants the acceleration profile for the
vehicle is defined as
a(t) = c0 + c1t+ c2t
2 (6.2)
where ci ∈ R are coefficients to be determined. Integrating Eq. (6.2) twice yields
v(t) = v0 + c0t+
1
2
c1t
2 +
1
3
t3
r(t) = r0 + v0t+
1
2
c0t
2 +
1
6
t3 +
1
12
c2t
4
(6.3)
with r0 and v0 are the initial position and the velocity of the spacecraft respectively.
For given boundary conditions r(tf ) = rf ,v(tf ) = r˙f and a(tf ) = r¨f , the coefficients
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are solved yielding
c0 = r¨f − 6
tf
(r˙f − r˙0) + 12
t2f
(rf − r0 − r˙0tf )
c1 = − 6
tf
r¨f +
30
t2f
(r˙f − r˙0)− 48
t3f
(rf − r0 − r˙0tf )
c2 =
6
t2f
r¨f − 24
t3f
(r˙f − r˙0) + 36
t4f
(rf − r0 − r˙0tf )
(6.4)
Therefore, the trajectory defining the vehicle position can be found for the given
boundary conditions. A significant drawback of the quadratic Apollo guidance law is
that it does not contain any free parameters. During the Apollo missions, the objective
was to find a trajectory by fixing final time and having a linear acceleration profile.
A line search can be performed over tf ∈ [tmin, tmax] and the trajectory with lowest
propellant cost can be evaluated at discrete times. The propellant optimal t∗f , is then
can be used in the Apollo guidance law. However, this method is not implemented in
the construction of the reachable set, as the aim is to find a feasible set, then finding
the set with different final times.
6.2 Extended Apollo Guidance Algorithm
As discussed in the previous section, the guidance algorithm can be used for a known
initial position,velocity and final acceleration,velocity and position. Compared to the
requirements one has to make sure that the initial acceleration is also taken into account.
Therefore, the degree of the acceleration profile is increased one more, such that it
satisfies boundary conditions related to initial acceleration. The comparison of two
trajectory profiles is shown in Figure 6.2. The low order polynomial trajectory does not
take into account the initial acceleration of the vehicle. On the other hand, the high
order polynomial trajectory satisfies the given initial acceleration constraint. This is
needed during the comparison w.r.t the reference RS, since the accelaration in three
orthogonal direction is already defined.
Increasing the order polynomial for the acceleration in 6.2 yields
a(t) = c0 + c1t+ c2t
2 + c3t
3
v(t) = v0 + c0t+
1
2
c1t
2 +
1
3
c2t
3 +
1
4
c3t
4
r(t) = r0 + v0t+
1
2
c0t
2 +
1
6
c1t
3 +
1
12
c2t
4 +
1
20
c3t
5
(6.5)
Known values are a0, v0, r0, af , vf , rf and tf . Solving for coefficients c0, c1, c2, c3
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of High Order and Low Order Polynomial Trajectories.
yields
c0 = a0
c1 =
3(20rf − 20r0 − 8vf tf − 12v0tf + af t2f − 3a0t2f )
t3f
c2 = −
6(30rf − 30r0 − 14vf tf − 16v0tf + 2af t2f − 3a0t2f )
t4f
c3 =
10(12rf − 12r0 − 6vf tf − 6v0tf + af t2f − a0t2f )
t5f
(6.6)
The acceleration, velocity and position as a function of time are obtained by
substituting the coefficients found in Eq. (6.6) into Eq. (6.5). The state trajectories for
a sample landing scenario are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4.
6.3 Lyapunov based PD Controller
Once the target trajectory has been created, a tracking controller must be designed.
The main assumption in designing the reference trajectory using polynomials is that
the spacecraft is a point mass. Therefore the mass of the vehicle is not incorporated in
the equations of the motion. In order to eliminate this discrepancy, there is a need for
feedback controller in addition to the tracking controller.
During the Apollo missions, the flight computer was not able to execute the necessary
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Figure 6.3: Sample Trajectory - Downrange/Crossrange/Altitude. The initial starting
point for the maneuver is highlighted.
control actions. In order to overcome this problem, further simplifications are included
in the controller design. However, there are various control methods available for
simulation purposes. The aim of the section is to introduce a closed-form solution for
the guidance and control of the lander.
For this purpose a Lyapunov based PD controller is designed. This controller is
implemented for a similar soft landing problem by Chomel85. The candidate Lyapunov
function is taken from this reference. This method guarantees the convergency of the
states to the target trajectory. The aim of the proof is to show that the altitude h,
downrange d, and crossrange c, all converge to their respective target states denoted
by href , dref , cref . After the tracking controller is designed, the nonlinear dynamical
system is inverted to obtain the controller inputs that lead to the given reference
trajectories. The performance of this exact linearization will be demonstrated on
tracking sample trajectories for the terminal landing phase. It should also be noted that
polynomial based closed loop system assumes flat surface with non-rotating reference
frame. Therefore the substitution can be done in local coordinates for x → d, y → c,
z → h.
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Figure 6.4: Sample Trajectory - Downrange/Crossrange/Altitude vs. Time.
The Lyapunov candidate function chosen for this application is
V =
1
2
[h˙2err + d˙
2
err + c˙
2
err +
1
γh
k2h +
1
γd
k2d +
1
γc
k2c ]+
βhA
λh
ln coshλhherr +
βdA
λd
ln coshλdderr +
βcA
λc
ln coshλccerr
(6.7)
where
herr = h− href derr = d− dref cerr = c− cref
h˙err = h˙− h˙ref d˙err = d˙− d˙ref c˙err = c˙− c˙ref
h¨err = h¨− h¨ref d¨err = d¨− d¨ref c¨err = c¨− c¨ref
(6.8)
and the variables kh, kd, and kc are tuning functions, the value A is a positive value
for the maximum expected acceleration. The gains λh , λd , λc , γh, γd, and γc are
positive and 0 ≤ βh, βd, βc ≤ 1.
Lyapunov function V is a positive (V ≥ 0) with these definitions (considering
coshx ≥ 1 so ln coshx ≥ 0 for all x). The tuning functions kh, kd, and kc increase the
complexity of the controller, but the performance is well balanced by the proportional
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control with the derivative control. First step is to show that the Lyapunov function
satisfies stability conditions. Taking the derivative of the Lyapunov function yields
V˙ =h˙err(h¨err + βhA tanhλhherr) +
1
γh
khk˙h+
d˙err(d¨err + βdA tanhλdderr) +
1
γd
kdk˙d+
c˙err(c¨err + βcA tanhλccerr) +
1
γc
kck˙c.
(6.9)
If the control law makes the following true
h¨err + βhA tanhλhherr = −(1− βh)A tanhλh(h˙+ khherr)
d¨err + βdA tanhλdderr = −(1− βd)A tanhλd(d˙+ kdderr)
c¨err + βcA tanhλccerr = −(1− βc)A tanhλc(c˙+ kccerr)
(6.10)
where λh2, λd2 and λc2 are additional positive control gains then
V˙ =− (h˙err + khherr)(1− βh)A tanhλh2(h˙err + khherr)
+ kh(
1
γh
k˙h + herr(1− βh))A tanhλh2(h˙err + khherr)
− (d˙err + kdderr)(1− βd)A tanhλd2(d˙err + kdderr)
+ kd(
1
γd
k˙d + derr(1− βd))A tanhλd2(d˙err + kdderr)
− (c˙err + kccerr)(1− βc)A tanhλc2(c˙err + kccerr)
+ kc(
1
γc
k˙c + cerr(1− βc))A tanhλc2(c˙err + kccerr)
(6.11)
If the tuning function is implemented such that
k˙h =− γhherr(1− βh)A tanhλh2(h˙err + khherr)
− γhherr tanh khherr
k˙d =− γdderr(1− βd)A tanhλd2(d˙err + kdderr)
− γdderr tanh kdderr
k˙c =− γccerr(1− βc)A tanhλc2(c˙err + kccerr)
− γccerr tanh kccerr
(6.12)
then
V˙ =− (h˙err + khherr(1− βh)A tanhλh2(h˙err + khherr))− khherr tanh khherr
− (d˙err + kdderr(1− βd)A tanhλd2(d˙err + kdderr))− kdderr tanh kdderr
− (c˙err + kccerr(1− βc)A tanhλc2(c˙err + kccerr))− kccerr tanh kccerr
(6.13)
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meaning that V˙ ≤ 0 and V is a non-increasing function (any function x tanhx ≥ 0).
It has been shown that the Lyapunov candidate function V is positive and non-increasing
if the gains λh1, λd1, λc1, λh2, λd2, λc2, γh, γd and γc are positive and 0 ≤ βh, βd, βc ≤ 1.
The condition for V to be bounded is that the each term of V must be also bounded.
The second condition for V to be a suitable Lyapunov function is that the error states
asymptotically approach zero as a function of time such that
h˙→ h˙ref , d˙→ d˙ref , c˙→ c˙ref .
The comprehensive proof for the above conditions is shown by Chomel (2007)85.
After designing the tracking controller, recall the equations of motion of the lander for
the translational motion with three control inputs. The main reason for the reduction
of number of control inputs is that, during the nonlinear conversion of the dynamical
equations, the solution is not unique. However, if a polynomial based trajectory
is generated, three control inputs can be found from the inversion of the nonlinear
dynamical system which steer the spacecraft for the provided reference trajectory.
TMCI =
T1T2
T3
 =
− cos(β − dr )(Tm)− sin(β − dr )(Tm)
Tm sinχ
 (6.14)
d¨h¨
c¨
 =

r
mh˜cc˜
(−T1cd˜+ T2sd˜) + 2d˙( c˙r tc˜− h˙h˜)
1
m [(−T1sd˜− T2cd˜)cc˜− T3sc˜] + [(d˙cc˜)2 + c˙2] h˜r2 − MG(h˜)2
r
m(h˜)
[(T1sd˜+ T2cd˜)sc˜− T3cc˜]− d˙2r sc˜cc˜− 2c˙h˙h˜
 (6.15)
h˜ = h+ r, sd˜ = sin
d
r
, cd˜ = cos
d
r
sc˜ = sin
c
r
, cc˜ = cos
c
r
, tc˜ = tan
c
r
Solving for Tm, β, χ in Eq. (6.15) for given d, h, c and their respective derivatives
yields
β = arctan(N1/N2) + d/r)
Tm =
√
N21 + N
2
2 + N
2
3
χ = arcsin(−N3/Tm)
(6.16)
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where
N1 =
−m
r2(h+ r)2
cos(
c
r
)
(
(h+ r)2 cos(
d
r
)
(
r(2d˙h˙+ d¨(h+ r))− 2c˙d˙(h+ r) tan( c
r
)
)
+ sin(
d
r
)
(
−c˙2(h+ r)3 − d˙2(h+ r)3 + r2(GM + h¨(h+ r)2)− r(h+ r)2(
2c˙h˙+ c¨(h+ r) arctan(
c
r
)
))
N2 =
m
r2(h+ r)2
cos(
c
r
) sin(
d
r
)
(
(h+ r)2
(
r(2d˙h˙+ d¨(h+ r))− 2c˙d˙(h+ r) tan( c
r
)
)
+ cot(
d
r
)
(
c˙2(h+ r)3 + d˙2(h+ r)3 − r2(GM + h¨(h+ r)2)
+ r(h+ r)2(2c˙h˙+ c¨(h+ r)) tan(
c
r
)
))
N3 =
−m
r2(h+ r)2
sin(
c
r
)
((
−c˙2(h+ r)3 + r2(GM + h¨(h+ r)2)
+ r(h+ r)2
(
2c˙h˙+ c¨(h+ r)
))
(6.17)
Hence we use the Lyapunov-based PD controller
d¨err =− φdA tanhαdθd1
− (1− φd)A tanh θd2(d˙err + kdderr)
h¨err =− φhA tanhαhθh1
− (1− φh)A tanh θh2(h˙err + khherr)
c¨err =− φcA tanhαcθc1
− (1− φc)A tanh θc2(c˙err + kccerr)
(6.18)
with tuning functions
k˙d =− γdderr(1− φd)A tanh θd2(d˙err + kdderr)
− γdderr tanh kdderr
k˙h =− γhherr(1− φh)A tanh θh2(h˙err + khherr)
− γhherr tanh khherr
k˙c =− γccerr(1− φc)A tanh θc2(c˙err + kccerr)
− γccerr tanh kccerr
(6.19)
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Figure 6.5: Block diagram of the closed-loop system.
Previously it was proved that the following statements holds
herr = h− href derr = d− dref cerr = c− cref
h˙err = h˙− h˙ref d˙err = d˙− d˙ref c˙err = c˙− c˙ref
h¨err = h¨− h¨ref d¨err = d¨− d¨ref c¨err = c¨− c¨ref
(6.20)
where dref , href , cref denote the reference trajectories. Figure 6.5 shows the block
diagram of the feedback controller with model inversion.
For reference trajectories, ignoring the curvature and rotation of the Moon and
working in local coordinates, the downrange-crossrange-altitude and their respective
derivatives are substituted with local x − y − z coordinates, where x, vx, ax are the
position, velocity and acceleration in local x− y − z-coordinate system. Therefore the
control inputs as a function of time can be obtained by using these variables in Eq.
(6.16).
6.4 Polynomial Guidance Based RS
Figure 6.6 shows the state trajectories and Figure 6.8 control inputs for the open loop
system in a sample scenario. The reference trajectories are generated using polynomials.
However, there is no controller which attenuates the discrepancy due to the assumptions
used during inversion of the nonlinear dynamical system. Final time is fixed with
tf = 40 s. The reference trajectory is generated for a point mass, and the total mass of
the spacecraft is decreasing due to propellant consumption. Figure 6.7 shows the state
error for this scenario. As illustrated, the deviation of the states from the reference
trajectory is increasing with time.
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Figure 6.6: States - w/o Feedback Controller for Polynomial Reference Trajectory.
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Figure 6.8: Controls - w/o Feedback Controller for Polynomial Reference Trajectory.
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Figure 6.7: Tracking Error - w/o Feedback Controller for Polynomial Reference Trajectory.
The following gain set in Table 6.1 is used for the tracking controller after the
associated values are tuned. Figure 6.9 shows the state trajectories and Figure 6.11
control inputs for the closed loop system in the same sample scenario. The spacecraft
tracks the same reference trajectory generated in the previous case. As shown in
Figure 6.10, the controller is able to attenuates the discrepancy due to the propellant
consumption. Maximum error is experienced in downrange with |d|max < 0.15 m.
Table 6.1: Gains for the Lyapunov based PD Controller.
αh1 αd1 αc1 αh2 αd2 αc2 αβh αβd αβc αγh αγd αγc αkh(t0) αkd(t0) αkc(t0)
1 1 1 2 2 2 0.25 0.25 0.25 1e-3 1e-3 1e-3 1e-2 1e-2 1e-2
In this approach, the reference trajectories are generated using modified Apollo
guidance method by increasing the order of the polynomials to satisfy the initial
acceleration. Error due to model inversion is attenuated by Lyapunov based PD
controller as illustrated with the simulation results. However, compared to the reference
RS computation, this method does not considers final time as an optimization variable.
Instead, time of the simulation needs to be defined by previously. In order to compare
the results, RS computation with fixed final time is considered for the reference set.
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Figure 6.9: States with Feedback Controller for Polynomial Reference Trajectory.
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Figure 6.10: Tracking Error with Feedback Controller for Polynomial Reference Trajec-
tory.
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Figure 6.11: Controls with Feedback Controller for Polynomial Reference Trajectory.
6.5 Comparison of Reachable Sets
In order to make a comparison between the RS obtained by solving NLP and closed
form solution using polynomial guidance and Lyapunov based PD controller, the landing
area of the spacecraft is discretized. For the case of OCP based RS, the reference RS is
obtained by providing better initial guess for the points at the boundary of the RS. In
addition, in order to be consistent with the subsequent sections, the solutions which are
not sufficiently close to discretization points on the landing surface are excluded.
The control inputs ωβ and ωχ are obtained by taking derivative of the β and χ after
solving Eq. 6.16 for the polynomial based RS. One disadvantage of the inversion based
closed loop system is the active constraints. The solutions in which the control inputs
exceed the allowed limits, or saturate are excluded during the RS. Since the method
does not rely on solution of a optimization problem, the computational demand is less
compared to OCP based RS. Because of the computationally expensive solutions, the
target landing region for OCP based RS is discretized with a distance of 250 m between
the uniform grid points. For the polynomial based RS the discretization error between
the candidate landing region is 10 m. Figure 6.12a-6.12b and Figures 6.13a-6.13b shows
the comparison of OCP and polynomial guidance based RS with propellant to reach cost.
As shown in the figures, the results for the maximum value of the objective function is
close to each other. On the other hand as illustrated in the Figure 6.14, the area that
can be reachable according to OCP based solution is larger than polynomial based RS
with a ratio of 48.4% in favor of the OCP based algorithm.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of OCP and Polynomial Guidance Based RS
(a) OCP Based RS (b) Polynomial Based RS
Figure 6.13: Comparison of OCP and Polynomial Guidance Based RS
The simulations results constitutes an example how the selected guidance and control
algorithm changes the size of the maximum attainable area of the lander. Both methods
compute the RS with same initial states, landing scenario and limits on the control
inputs. However, guidance methods were different in both cases. In the reference RS
computation, only open loop system is considered without any controller. In the latter
scenario, the controller attenuates the model inversion error and tracks the reference
trajectory generated by polynomials.
As expected, the cost of computation for the optimal control based RS is more
compared to the polynomial based RS, leading to a larger attainable area. Despite
the interactive simulation times with the polynomial approach, the computations were
not real-time capable. Moreover, the constraints for the polynomial approach is not
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Figure 6.14: Area Comparison for Polynomial and OCP Based RS
considered explicitly during the computations. In other words, the numerical results
which does not satisfy the given constraints are omitted in the final RS. On the other
hand, the optimal control approach computes the trajectories taking these constraints
into account explicitly.
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Part III
Uncertainties and Parameter
Variation
78
7Monte Carlo Analysis and
Quality Assessment
This chapter contains a description of the Monte Carlo analysis and RS computation
with uncertainties. During the mission phase, the on-board sensors are not able to
obtain measurements without any error. Moreover, there might be some variations in
the system parameters. Therefore, there is a need for robust reachable maps which
incorporates these uncertainties and variations. In order to show the change of size
and other characteristics of the RS with the uncertainties, MC simulations are run
considering different scenarios. The uncertainties for the initial states and the system
parameters are included as error sources during the simulations. A Riccati-equation
based controller is designed to track the reference trajectories and attenuate the initial
errors with a cost of additional propellant consumption.
After the Monte Carlo simulations, the success rate for each corresponding point
inside the nonconvex RS is evaluated by counting the number of simulations that
satisfies successful landing condition with respect to total number of simulations. The
results are illustrated as probability of successful landing projected onto Moon surface.
In order to make a comparison of the results for uncertainties, different metrics are
defined using ellipses. Finally, the sensitivity of the final landing region w.r.t. initial
state errors are tabulated. It should be noted that, these ellipses are different from
the confidence ellipses for testing the robustness of guidance and control algorithms for
planetary landing.
7.1 Uncertainties
In order to perform MC analysis, the source of errors needs to be identified with
reasonable perturbation values. The source of errors could be depending on actuator,
sensors, environmental factors or parameters of the dynamical system. For the terminal
landing phase of lunar landing, these errors can be generalized but not limited to
• Thruster misalignment, position offset and variation
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• Specific impulse, Isp
• Initial dry mass/propellant amount at terminal landing phase
• Measurement error in position and velocity
• Measurement error in attitude of the spacecraft and angular rates
• Dispersion on true CoM location
• Navigational errors (inertia bias, delays)
• Dispersion of the gravitational acceleration on Moon
In order to evaluate performance, the source of errors are considered separately.
Reference values from the literature are compared and similar figures are used for
perturbation values.
Position and Velocity Error
It is assumed that an optical navigation system is used for the estimation of position and
velocities during terminal landing as illustrated previously in Figure 1.5. 1-σ position
and velocity error are defined as ±25 m and ±0.4 m/s at an altitude of 2000 m by
Lunghi et. al (2015)86. Wibben and Furfaro (2016)87 considers standard deviation 50
m for the position 0.5 m/s for the velocity error where the landing maneuver starts from
an altitude of 11,500 m. In addition to initial uncertainties for the states, navigation
errors can also be included in the analysis. It can be assumed that the navigation error
decreases linearly with the distance from the surface of the Moon88. However, since
the initial altitude is relatively low compared to reference values used in the literature,
the navigation errors are considered to be negligible and are not included in the MC
analysis. Instead, fixed values for the errors is considered and included as uncertainty
for the initial states.
Error for the Angular Rates
In literature, the perturbation values for the flight path angle and crossing angle is 1.15◦
for standard deviation with a mean value of 90◦ 89. However, MC analysis is performed
for a lander with an altitude of 3000 m. In this section, the values for the uncertainties
on the initial attitude of the vehicle are ±2◦ deviation from the mean values of 0◦ for
yaw and −86.02◦ for the pitch angles, respectively.
Thrust Related Errors
Thrust related errors could be characterized with misaligning of the thrust, variations in
the thrust level and SFC. MC analysis only considers the SFC has an uncertainty margin
of ±%2 variation from the nominal value considering the results from literature90.
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Error for the Mass of the Vehicle
The error in mass could be characterized in three different sources. The uncertainty in
the initial mass of the spacecraft, the uncertainty in the amount of available propellant
and the propellant consumed per unit thrust generated. In the MC simulations, the
change of total mass of the vehicle is small compared to the reference values from the
literature due to the fact that only the terminal landing phase is considered91. For
the initial mass, the dynamical equations were propagated backwards in time for each
specific point inside the RS with an assumption of %5 more propellant consumption.
The worst case resulted in approximately %2.95 more propellant requirement. During
the MC analysis, the initial uncertainty for the mass is taken ±%5 of the nominal value.
In summary, a Gaussian distribution is assumed for the initial state error with mean
and standard deviation values given in Table 7.1. The histogram of distribution of
initial state uncertainties are illustrated in Figure 7.1 for a sample of 500 simulations.
Table 7.1: List of Uncertainties for MC Analysis.
Mean 3σ
∆d˙ (m/s) 5 2
∆h˙ (m/s) -19 2
∆c˙ (m/s) 0 2
∆d (m) 0 30
∆h (m) 300 30
∆c (m) 0 30
∆β (◦) -86.02 2
∆χ (◦) 0 2
∆m 0.5397 %5
∆σSFC 5e-4 %2
7.2 Feedback Controller
After defining the source of errors, a tracking controller is designed for the reference
trajectories. In this chapter, different from the previous comparison study, the feedback
controller attenuates the initial state error and error due to the system parameter
variation. In the previous chapter, the Lyapunov based controller is implemented to
attenuate the error due to the model inversion. In this section, the trajectory control
of the lunar lander consist of a combination of feedforward and feedback controls as
illustrated in Figure 7.2.
For the purpose of the design of the feedback controller the dynamics of the lunar
lander are represented by the nonlinear state space model in Eq. (2.1). Assuming
that the aforementioned state space representation is analytic and that a real landing
trajectory is close to the optimal trajectory x(t) = xˆ(t) + δx(t), the linearization of Eq.
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Figure 7.1: Histogram of Uncertainties.
(2.1) along xˆ(t) and uˆ(t) yields
˙δx(t) = A(t)δx(t) + B(t)δu(t) (7.1)
with A(t) = ∂f∂x
∣∣
xˆ,uˆ
∈ Rn×n and B(t) = ∂f∂u
∣∣
xˆ,uˆ
∈ Rn×m , t ∈ [t0, tf ] and corresponding
initial conditions. Considering a time variant control law for the linear time variant
dynamical system leads to
δu(t) = −K(t)δx(t)
u(t) = uˆ(t) + δu(t), t ∈ [t0, tf ].
(7.2)
The changes in the dynamics of the lunar lander during a landing maneuver along
a reference trajectory are supposed to be slow compared to the sampling rate of the
discretized version of the OCP in Eq. (2.10). For this reason the gain matrix of the
feedback controller K(t) is calculated only at each point ti, i ∈ I with I = 1, ..., l of the
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Table 7.2: Gains for the States.
d˙ h˙ c˙ d h c β χ
Q 5 5 5 5 5 5 50 5
Table 7.3: Gains for the Control Inputs.
Tm ωβ ωχ
R 1e4 1e4 1e4
control discretization by minimization of the cost function
J(δx, δu) =
∞∫
0
δx(τ)TQ(ti)δx(τ) + δu(τ)
TR(ti)δu(τ)dτ (7.3)
for all i ∈ I. Assuming the stability of the underlying system, and positive semi-definite
Q(ti) and R(ti) for all i ∈ I, the feedback matrix that solves the OCP is given as a
function
K(ti) = R(ti)
−1B(ti)TS(ti), i ∈ I (7.4)
of the unique stabilizing solution S(ti) of the algebraic Riccati equation
A(ti)
TS(ti) + S(ti)A(ti) − S(ti)B(ti)R(ti)−1B(ti)TS(ti) + Q(ti) = 0, i ∈ I (7.5)
such that the eigenvalues of A(ti)B(ti)K(ti), i ∈ I are negative. A linear interpolation
has been applied to the K(ti), i ∈ I for time-continuous control law.
Figure 7.2: Block Diagram of the Closed Loop System.
The main goal for the feedback control is to achieve the final landing point by fol-
lowing the reference trajectory while attenuating initial state errors due to uncertainties.
The diagonal weighting matrices Q and R are kept constant during the simulations for
each reference trajectories. The final time of the reference trajectories are 40 s and the
number of controllers are i = 10 for the duration of the maneuver.
During the MC simulations, controller gains defined in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 are
used for the MC simulations.
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Figure 7.3: Simulation for the Tracking Problem.
Figure 7.3 shows the simulation of the closed loop system for a specific point inside
the RS with initial state error. Similarly, Figure 7.4 shows the discrepancy between the
reference trajectory and the simulation. It can be seen from the plots that the controller
is able to track the given reference trajectory by attenuating the initial state error.
7.3 Monte Carlo Simulations
The uncertainties for the initial state and the specific fuel consumption are included
as error sources during the simulations. Table 7.1 shows the range of the error for
each state and specific fuel consumption. The tracking controller tries to follow the
reference trajectories that are obtained in the reference RS. The cost of attenuating the
disturbance and uncertainty is the amount of extra propellant consumed by the main
engine. After the Monte Carlo simulations, the results that satisfy the safe landing
conditions are filtered. The success rate for each corresponding point inside the RS is
evaluated by the number of simulations that achieves a successful landing with respect
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Figure 7.4: State Error Between the Reference Trajectory and the Simulation.
to total number of simulations. The region which the lander achieve a safe landing for
all MC simulations is called the 100% successful attainable landing area of the lunar
lander.
The borderlines that define the nonconvex hull of 100% successful attainable landing
area are obtained using alpha shapes. Alpha shapes are a family of piecewise linear
simple curves associated with the shape of a finite point set. The nonconvex region
is generated by point pairs that can be touched by an empty disc of radius alpha. In
Figure 7.5, the nonconvex hull of point set is obtained using alpha shapes with different
radius. In this case, the point set represents the discrete landing points inside 100%
successful attainable landing area.
After the nonconvex region is defined, an ellipse with the maximum area is fitted
inside the nonconvex set to evaluate the ratios of the reachable area, the successful
landing area and area of the ellipse. Figure 7.6 shows the comparison of the reference
reachable landing area without the controller, with the controller and the ellipse that
fits inside the nonconvex successful landing area.
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Figure 7.5: Representation of the Noncovex Region by Alpha Shapes.
Figure 7.6: Representation of the Maximum Area Ellipse.
Probabilistic Attainable Maps
Probabilistic attainable areas are obtained for each uncertainty source as illustrated
with Figures 7.7-7.16. The successful landing area including initial errors for all states
is illustrated in Figure 7.17.
Table 7.4 shows the results of the MC analysis as well as center, semi-major and
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Figure 7.7: RS with Uncertainty in d˙0. Figure 7.8: RS with Uncertainty in h˙0.
Figure 7.9: RS with Uncertainty in c˙0. Figure 7.10: RS with Uncertainty in d0.
Figure 7.11: RS with Uncertainty in h0. Figure 7.12: RS with Uncertainty in c0.
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Figure 7.13: RS with Uncertainty in β0. Figure 7.14: RS with Uncertainty in χ0.
Figure 7.15: RS with Uncertainty in m0. Figure 7.16: RS with Uncertainty in SFC.
semi-minor axis and orientation of the ellipse that fits inside the nonconvex 100%
successful attainable landing area. For each specific case, 500 Monte Carlo simulations
are performed using a fixed structure of the feedback controller with the same gains.The
borderlines that define the nonconvex hull of the successful landing area are obtained
using alpha shapes. Finally, an ellipse with the maximum area is fitted inside the
nonconvex set to evaluate the ratios of the reachable area, the successful landing area
and the area of the ellipse. The parameters of the ellipse are discretized, and the
maximum area is computed by a brute force method. In order to obtain the ellipse
with the maximum area, the area of each ellipse using discrete values are calculated.
Additional Figures for the 100% successful attainable landing area are included in
Appendix B.
It is seen that, when uncertainties are introduced the 100% attainable landing area
gets smaller due to the amount of extra propellant consumed to stabilize the plant. The
change of the successful landing area is most sensitive to the mass of the spacecraft or
the amount of propellant considering the area ratios. As the uncertainty increases for
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Figure 7.17: RS with Uncertainty in All States.
Table 7.4: Results of the MC Analysis and Properties of the Ellipse.
Center Axis Orientation Area Ratio Ellipse Ratio
∆d˙ (m/s) [100 -50] [1100 1350] 90 57.09 47.05
∆h˙ (m/s) [200 0] [1000 1200] 0 48.20 38.02
∆c˙ (m/s) [100 0] [1100 1250] 0 54.87 43.57
∆d (m) [100 0] [1100 1200] -10 45.98 41.82
∆h (m) [200 0] [1000 1200] 0 45.59 38.02
∆c (m) [100 0] [1100 1200] 0 46.79 41.81
∆β (◦) [100 50] [1500 1700] 0 95.62 80.81
∆χ (◦) [100 0] [1600 1600] 10 96.03 81.12
∆m [100 100] [900 1050] 0 38.50 29.92
∆σSFC [100 0] [1100 1200] 0 46.79 41.82
Total [100 0] [900 950] 0 33.84 27.06
the initial mass, the points along the boundary of the reachable set is not attainable by
the lander during Monte Carlo simulations. Although the tracking controller tracks
the reference trajectory, the successful landing condition is not satisfied in some cases.
Specific fuel consumption is yet another important parameter affecting the area of the
success region. For the cases, where the main engine consumes more propellant per unit
thrust, the available propellant is not enough to steer the vehicle to the desired landing
point.
As the initial error for the velocity along downrange is introduced, the successful
landing region becomes smaller along crossrange, leading to a slender successful landing
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region as illustrated in Figure 7.7. Similarly, the initial error for the velocity along
crossrange results in a smaller successful landing area, with unattainable regions close
to the maximum and minimum crossrange of the reachable set in Figure 7.9. The initial
error for the rate of altitude has a symmetric behavior in crossrange and downrange
coordinates as shown in Figure 7.8. Although initial position error decreases the success
rate of the landing, similar attainable landing maps are obtained in Figures 7.10 and
7.12. The results for the position error is also verified from the properties of the ellipses
inside the nonconvex 100% successful landing region in Table 7.4.
On the other hand, the initial error for the attitude of the spacecraft is not very
critical in Figure 7.11. The success rate of landing decreases slightly for some points on
the boundary of the reachable set. However, similar to the discussion for the properties
of the ellipses, the mass and the specific fuel consumption of the vehicle is decreasing
the success rate of landing considerably in Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16. Finally, for
the cases in with uncertainty in all states, the success rate of the landing decreases
substantially with a symmetrical behaviour as illustrated in Figure 7.17.
Successful landing is less sensitive to the initial errors for the attitude of the lander.
The ratio of 100% successful attainable area for pitch angle and reference attainable
area without initial state error is 95.62% as illustrated in Figure 7.13. Similarly, the
ratio of 100% successful attainable area for yaw angle and reference attainable area
without initial state error is 96.03% as illustrated in Figure 7.14. On the other hand,
the lander is most sensitive to changes of initial mass for a successful landing. The ratio
of the attainable area with respect to successful attainable area is 38.50%. As expected
the smallest area is obtained when the uncertainties for all states are introduced during
MC simulations. Similarly area ratios for reference RS and 100% successful attainable
area is 33.84%.
The orientation of the ellipse does not change for all the states except for the initial
error for downrange velocity. In this case the ellipse is elongated across crossrange
direction. It can be concluded that if the uncertainty in the initial downrange velocity
increases, the limits of the 100% successful attainable landing area in terms of downrange
get approach to the center of the ellipse.
The MC analysis could be used see the effect of controller parameters on the
size of the successful attainable landing area within the presence of uncertainties and
disturbances. The parameters could be optimized to maximize the 100% successful
attainable landing area or increase the likelihood of success of the mission for specific
uncertainties.
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Transform
In the previous chapter, RS with the uncertainty in the initial states are computed.
The quality metrics shows the sensitivity of the uncertainty for the final RS.
In this chapter, unscented transform is used to obtain probabilistic RS incorporating
the uncertainties and parameter variations. The unscented transformation is a novel
method for predicting means and covariances for nonlinear systems92. The basic principle
of unscented transform is that it is easier to approximate a Gaussian distribution than
it is to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function. A set of points named sigma (σ)
points are chosen for a given sample mean and covariance. These points undergo a
nonlinear transformation, resulting in a cloud of transformed points as illustrated in
Figure 8.1. The mean and the covariances are approximated using the transformed
points. This method captures the first two moments of the Taylor Series expansion of
the covariance for Gaussian inputs.
Although the method resembles to Monte Carlo methods, the fundamental difference
is the methodology for selecting sample points. Different from Monte Carlo methods,
unscented transform defines the samples according to a specific, deterministic algorithm.
This in return reduces the number of simulations required to capture the behavior of
the RS within the presence of uncertainties. Therefore, unscented transform obtains
similar results like MC analysis using less number of simulations.
8.1 Unscented Transform
Consider x be an n-dimensional random variable with mean x¯ and covariance Pxx. The
nonlinear transformation of x gives a second random variable y, with the following
relation
y = g(x) (8.1)
The aim is to obtain the mean y¯ and covariance Pyy of y after the transformation.
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Figure 8.1: The Concept of Unscented Transform Using σ Points.
First step is to approximate x¯ and Pxx using σ points. The unscaled unscented transform
uses a minimum of n+ 1 points to match the mean and the covariance of n-dimensional
variable. The unscaled transformation has two disadvantages. As the number of
dimension increases, the radius of sphere which encloses the σ points increases. In
addition, the calculated points are asymmetrically distributed about the origin, leading
to high order effects such as the skew more significant.
A scaling method is used to overcome dimensional effects by calculating the trans-
formation of a scaled set of σ points93. In this method, first a matrix X of 2n+ 1 sigma
vectors Xi is constructed using
X0 = x¯
Xi = x¯ +
(√
(n+ λ)Pxx
)
i
i = 1, ..., n
Xi = x¯−
(√
(n+ λ)Pxx
)
i−n
i = n+ 1, ..., 2n
(8.2)
and the associated weights Wi are obtained with
W(1)0 = λ/(n+ λ)
W(2)0 = λ/(n+ λ) + (1− α2 + β)
W(1)i = W (2)i = 1/ (2(n+ λ)) i = 1, ..., 2n
(8.3)
where λ = α2(n+ κ)− n is a scaling parameter. The spread of σ points around x
are determined by positive α ∈ (0, 1]. κ is the non-negative secondary scaling parameter
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and is usually set to 0. The prior knowledge of the distribution of x is incorporated
by β. For Gaussian distribution, the error in higher order terms in the Taylor Series
expansion of the covariance is minimized for β = 2.
The term
(√
(n+ λ)Pxx
)
i
is the ith row of the matrix square root and is computed
via diagonalization. The matrix square root can be also obtained by numerically efficient
and stable methods such as Cholesky decomposition.
Finally, σ vectors Xi are propagated with the following nonlinear transformation
Yi = g(Xi) i = 0, ..., 2n (8.4)
A weighted sample mean and covariance of the sigma points are used to approximate
the statistics of y using
y¯ ≈
2n∑
i=0
W(1)i Yi (8.5)
Pyy ≈
2n∑
i=0
W(2)i (Yi − y¯)(Yi − y¯)T. (8.6)
Thus, after a given mean x¯ and covariance Pxx undergoes a nonlinear transformation,
the resulting mean y¯ and covariance Pyy can be approximated. The mean and covariance
of x are captured up to the second order. This means that the approximated mean and
covariance of y are also calculated up to second order. The method could be further
exploited to include information from higher orders, leading to better accuracy.
The resulting σ points for different parameters κ and α are given in Figures 8.2-8.3
together with 1σ contour plot. The increase in these tuning parameters results in σ
point set to diverge from the mean.
Figure 8.4 shows the histogram of final altitude for a sample scenario obtained
by Monte Carlo simulations. In these simulations, the tuning parameters are taken
as κ = 0.1 and α = 1. The simulations are performed for the closed loop system
with an uncertainty on the initial altitude. The dispersion of the final altitude is
approximated where σ points undergo the same nonlinear transformation as in the case
of MC simulations. Initial σ point set is defined by proper selection of κ and α in
Eq.(8.3). These points are selected to be on the 1-2-3 σ confidence ellipses of the initial
altitude. The results shows that when the initial σ points are close to the mean, the
approximation of the final dispersion is better as expected.
8.2 Approximation of Multivariate Probability Density
Function
Univariate probability distribution is described for a single random variable with mean
and variance. The multivariate normal distribution in n dimensions, on the other hand
is characterized by two sets of parameters, namely a mean vector of y¯, and a covariance
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Figure 8.2: Variation of κ for Determining σ Points.
Figure 8.3: Variation of α for Determining σ−Points.
matrix Pyy. The probability density function for multivariate normal distribution is
expressed with
p(y) =
1√
(2pi)n|Pyy|
exp
[
−(y− y¯)
TP−1yy (y− y¯)
2
]
(8.7)
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Figure 8.4: Variation of Probability Density Function with σ-Points.
Figure 8.5 shows the multivariate probability distribution of final landing velocities
in downrange and crossrange coordinates approximated by using σ points as described
previously and using the relation in Eq. (8.7).
Figure 8.5: Probability Distribution of Final Velocities in Downrange and Crossrange.
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Similarly the multivariate normal distribution function is expressed by
Φ(a,b,Pyy) =
1√|Pyy|(2pi)n
b1∫
a1
b2∫
a2
...
bn∫
an
exp(−1
2
yTP−1yy y)dy (8.8)
where −∞ ≤ ai < bi ≤ ∞ for all i, and Pyy is positive semi-definite symmetric n×n
matrix. Several suitable integration routines can be applied to compute cumulative
probability over regions in Eq. (8.8)94. After the proper bounds are defined for the
region which satisfy safe landing conditions as illustrated in Figure 8.6, the probability
of a safe landing can be computed with the Algorithm 1.
Figure 8.6: Safe Landing Constraints of Final Velocities in Downrange and Crossrange.
Figures 8.7-8.8-8.9 show the results obtained by unscented transform based proba-
bility maps, when the initial σ points are selected to be on 1-2-3 σ confidence ellipses
for all states. The selection of the initial σ point set has an effect on the quality of the
approximation for probability of safe landing. As the dispersion increases, some of the
points inside the RS does not satisfy safe landing conditions, leading to lower chance of
probability for these points.
In order to compare with the results from MC analysis, the maps which shows
the probability of successful landing is also computed using the same uncertainties in
Chapter 7. The simulations for unscented transform only considers the uncertainties
for the initial states and parameters. The number of elements for x is 10, and the
required number of simulations for each point inside the RS is 21, whereas for MC
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Algorithm 1 Reachable Sets using Unscented Transform
1: for i ≤ nd do
2: for j ≤ nc do
3: Calculate Xi and associated weights Wi using 8.2 and 8.3
4: Propagate Xi with nonlinear transformation g(·)
5: Approximate resulting covariance Pyy and mean y¯ using relations 8.5 and
8.6
6: Construct probability distribution for current point gij inside RS with 8.7
7: Compute the probability of the region defined by the bounds a-b and expres-
sion in 8.8
8: end for
9: end for
10: Draw contour plots inside the RS with the calculated probability of successful
landing
Figure 8.7: Probability Map with Unscented Transform (1σ)
500 simulations are performed. The list of uncertainties for the states with mean and
standard deviations are listed in Table 7.1. The σ points undergo the same nonlinear
transformation as in the case of MC analysis.
Figures 8.10a-8.10b compares the result for successful landing obtained by MC
analysis and using unscented transform. In both scenarios, in order to eliminate
numerical deficiencies, the final altitude for safe landing is considered as (−1 < hf < 1
m. Although there is a slight difference for the probability maps, considering the
computation requirement for unscented transform, the results could be considered as
satisfactory. Moreover, the unscented transform could be used as an initial estimating
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Figure 8.8: Probability Map with Unscented Transform (2σ)
Figure 8.9: Probability Map with Unscented Transform (3σ)
tool for the nonlinear dynamical system with uncertainties, where running simulations
are computationally demanding.
Finally, the results are illustrated in Figure 8.11a and Figure 8.11b for the case
when the final altitude for safe landing is considered as (0 < hf < 1 m). In this case,
it is observed that, some of the points inside the RS is not reachable during both for
MC analysis and maps obtained by unscented transform. The histogram of final states
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(a) Monte Carlo Analysis (−1 < hf < 1) (b) σ point Analysis (−1 < hf < 1)
Figure 8.10: Comparison of MC and σ Point Analysis
(a) Monte Carlo Analysis (0 < hf < 1) (b) σ Point Analysis (0 < hf < 1)
Figure 8.11: Comparison of MC and σ Point Analysis
shows that, the safe landing condition eliminates some of the results because of the hard
constraint for final altitude. If this condition is relaxed slightly, more reasonable results
are obtained.
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This section introduces the method for interpolating optimal trajectories with different
initial conditions or with different system parameters. The main objective is to evaluate
interpolation error for RS. Different RS are computed with different initial states.
These RS are interpolated and resulting RS is compared with the computed RS of the
dynamical system.
As discussed previously, the set of all final states of the feasible trajectories constitute
the approximated RS. These trajectories are interpolated by univariate interpolation
methods to obtain interpolated trajectories. State information from interpolated trajec-
tories are used to obtain interpolated RS. Two scenarios with the associated amount
of perturbation for initial states are described. Hausdorff distance is used as an error
metric to compare the interpolated RS w.r.t. reference RS.
The interpolation uses Piecewise cubic Hermite splines for the trajectory synthesis.
In order to solve the resulting interpolation problems, the B-spline basis is used. The
method relies on interpolation of optimal trajectories described by Lockner (2014)70
et al. In this method four different interpolation methods are introduced with the
characteristics of each method. The requirements for the boundary conditions of the
interpolated function is also explained.
9.1 Univariate Interpolation
During the interpolation trajectories from the two distinctive RS are used. Although an
extension of the method is available for multivariate interpolation, the interpolated RS
are obtained using univariate interpolation. Consider the spline space Sk,t is defined by
Sk,t = span{B1,k, ..., Bm,k} (9.1)
where B1,k = B1,k,t denotes the i
th B-spline of order k for a given nondecreasing knot
vector t = (ti)
m+k
i=1 . An element s ∈ Sk,t is called a spline of order k with knots t and is
denoted as
s(x) =
m∑
i=1
ciBi,k(x) (9.2)
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with real coefficients (ci)
m
i=1. Each given set of k, t,m describes an interpolation method
in the form Eq. (9.2). For a given data (xi, fi)
n
i=1 with a = x1 < x2 < ... < xn = b, the
coefficients (ci)
m
i=1 are computed such that
s(xi) = fi, i = 1, ..., n
f ∈ C1[a, b] (9.3)
Afterwards the evaluation of Eq. (9.2) at a point x ∈ R is carried out using De
Boor’s algorithm95 and method described in reference70 for univariate interpolation.
Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolation
Piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation is used to synthesize the optimal trajectories.
Since the information about derivatives f ′i is available, an interpolant which has a
continuous first derivative can be constructed. The piecewise cubic Hermite interpolant
is the solution of the following problem. Let the data (xi, fi, f
′
i)
n
i=1 with a = x1 <
x2 < ... < xn = b be given. A function s is found that is a cubic polynomial on each
subinterval [xi;xi+1] and interpolates the data in the sense that
s(xi) = fi and s
′(xi) = f ′i , i = 1, ..., n (9.4)
If k = 4 and t as
t = (ti)
2n+4
i=1 = (x1, x1, x1, x1, x2, x2, ..., xn−1, xn−1, xn, xn, xn, xn) (9.5)
the unique solution s ∈ S4,t ⊂ C1[a, b] of the above problem is given by
s(x) =
2n∑
i=1
ciBi,4(x) (9.6)
with
c2i−1 = fi − 1
3
hi−1f ′i , c2i = fi −
1
3
hi−1f ′i , i = 1, ..., n
where hi = xi+1 − xi and x0 := x1, xn+1 := xn
The derivatives of (f ′i)
n
i=1 can be estimated in the following way. The derivatives
f ′1 and f ′n are defined as the slope at x1 or xn of the parabola that interpolates f at
x1, x2, x3 or xn−2, xn−1, xn. A short calculation gives
f ′i :=

(2h1+h2)s1−h1s2
h1+h2
, i = 1
hi−1si+hisi−1
hi−1+hi , i = 2, ..., n− 1
(2hn−1+hn−2)sn−1−hn−1sn−2
hn−2+hn−1 , i = n
(9.7)
where si =
fi+1−fi
hi
. The cubic Hermite interpolation with this choice for derivatives
is known as cubic Bessel interpolation. The approximation order of the cubic Hermite
interpolant with exact derivatives is O(h4) for f ∈ C4[a, b].
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9.2 Trajectory Interpolation based Set Interpolation
Based on a pre-calculated grid of optimal solutions of a perturbed optimal control
problem, it is described how an approximated solution to an actual given perturbation
can be constructed in real-time, by using multivariate interpolation methods. In addition,
relevant properties are proved, which carry over from the optimal solutions to the
approximate solution. Furthermore, it is stated how an approximate solution can be
efficiently computed numerically.
The algorithm considers perturbed optimal control problems with perturbations
p ∈ Rd. The task is to determine a control u(t; p) ∈ Rm and resulting state x(t; p) ∈ Rn
in a given time interval [0; tf ], which minimizes a given objective function, subject to
the system of differential equations f , the initial and terminal conditions xf and state
and control constraints.
After the solution of the NLP associated to the OCP is obtained using two initial
states, these values are interpolated using the univariate interpolation method with cubic
Hermite interpolation. In this section, optimal trajectories have the same final time.
However, Lockner (2014)70 et al. also includes a scaling algorithm for interpolating
optimal trajectories with different final time.
Figure 9.1 shows optimal trajectories with initial altitude h1(t0) = 300 m, h2(t0) =
310 m, h(t0) = 320 m. Trajectories with h(t0) = 300 m and h(t0) = 320 m are interpo-
lated to obtain interpolated trajectory with h(t0) = 310 m. Interpolated and optimal
trajectories are compared in the same figure. In the set interpolation, as shown in Figure
9.2, two different optimal trajectories with different initial conditions are interpolated to
obtain interpolated RS. These two optimal trajectories are the solution to OCP in Eq.
(2.10) for the same grid point. For the interpolation either states or control inputs can
be used. In the case of interpolation of the control inputs, the states can be propagated
with Runge-Kutta integration method. In this section, the interpolation is performed
only using state information from the optimal trajectories.
Figure 9.1: Trajectory Interpolation with Different Initial States.
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Figure 9.2: Interpolation of RS with different Initial States and Comparison w.r.t. a
Reference RS.
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Hausdorff Distance
After the set interpolation there is a need for error metrics to assess the quality of the
solution. The Hausdorff distance dH measures the distance between two subsets of a
metric space.
dH(A,B) = max
{
sup
a∈A
inf
b∈B
d(a, b), sup
b∈B
inf
a∈A
d(a, b)
}
(9.8)
Figure 9.3: Concept of Hausdorff Distance
The Hausdorff distance is the maximum of all the distances from a point in one set
to the closest point in the other set as shown in Figure 9.3.
In order to use Hausdorff distance to determine the interpolation error, RS is
computed for scenarios with two different initial states. The lower initial value xl(t0)
and upper initial value xu(t0) are used for the computation of the RS. For the third
case mean value xm(t0) = (xu(t0) + xl(t0))/2) is obtained by interpolating the state
trajectories by bivariate polynomial interpolation. As discussed earlier, either states are
directly interpolated or interpolated control inputs are used to integrate equation of
motions to obtain states. The interpolation considers the values of the states at the
same collocation point and hence time.
A small and large deviation set is used to show the HD between interpolated and
reference RS. The bounds on the deviations are considering the discussion in Monte
Carlo analysis. The subsequent figures shows the results for the scenarios for small
deviations. Appendix B includes the results for large deviation set. Table 9.1 summarizes
the initial states, Hausdorff distance between the two interpolated sets and the results
after interpolation. Similarly Table 9.2 includes the summary of data set used and the
results for large deviations of the initial states.
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Table 9.1: Results of Set Interpolation with Associated Hausdorff Distance for ∆s
Perturbations
Initial
Value
HD
Before Interpolation
HD Between
Reference RS
d˙ (m/s) ±2 80.55 14.06
h˙ (m/s) ±2 23.84 5.99
c˙ (m/s) ±2 80.79 16.29
d (m) ±15 29.87 5.31
h (m) ±15 3.47 0.84
c (m) ±15 29.86 5.15
β (◦) ±2 20.79 3.24
χ (◦) ±2 20.22 3.44
m(%) ±2 1142.95 129.76
Table 9.2: Results of Set Interpolation with Associated Hausdorff Distance for 2∆s
Perturbations
Initial
Value
HD
Before Interpolation
HD Between
Reference RS
d˙ (m/s) ±4 160.99 28.72
h˙ (m/s) ±4 46.70 12.42
c˙ (m/s) ±4 161.14 36.39
d (m) ±30 59.87 14.96
h (m) ±30 6.59 1.68
c (m) ±30 59.73 10.99
β (◦) ±4 42.63 5.27
χ (◦) ±4 40.86 6.37
m(%) ±4 2433.84 294.94
(a) (b)
Figure 9.4: Set Interpolation with d˙0 = 3m/s and d˙0 = 7m/s.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.5: Set Interpolation with h˙0 = −21m/s and h˙0 = −17m/s.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.6: Set Interpolation with c˙0 = −2m/s and c˙0 = 2m/s.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.7: Set Interpolation with d0 = −15m and d0 = 15m.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.8: Set Interpolation with h0 = 285m and h0 = 315m.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.9: Set Interpolation with c0 = −15m and c0 = 15m.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.10: Set Interpolation with β0 = −88.06◦ and β0 = −84.06◦.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.11: Set Interpolation with χ0 = −2◦ and χ0 = 2◦.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.12: Set Interpolation with %98 m0 and %102 m0.
It is seen that in for all states the HD between the interpolated and reference RS is
smaller than the discretization error of the candidate landing surface of 200 m. The
largest HD occurs for the initial deviation in initial mass. For the low perturbation
HD is 129.76 and 294.94 m for high perturbation. As expected, when the deviation
increases from the nominal solution, the interpolation error or in other words HD of the
interpolated set w.r.t. reference set increases.
However, the interpolated states may not be realized with the actual dynamical
system. In order to achieve the interpolated states, the dynamical system may violate
the constraints for the control inputs. Therefore, the interpolated trajectories need to
be verified by propagating the interpolated control inputs for large deviations.
In conclusion, the interpolation error is smaller than the discretization of the landing
area for all scenarios. A RS library, which includes RS associated with different initial
states, can be used to approximate the RS for different scenarios or initial conditions.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, an OCP based algorithm for approximating nonconvex reachable sets
for continuous nonlinear dynamical systems is presented. The main principle is to find
feasible state trajectories from the initial condition to the target state. Based on this
idea, the algorithm discretizes the state space into a set of equidistant target points,
and then for each grid point determines an optimal control law which minimizes the
distance between the final state and the grid point.
The algorithm was applied to the terminal landing phase of a generic Moon landing
scenario in order to approximate the attainable landing area with reachability analysis.
Equality and inequality constraints on the final states were determined based on the
safe landing conditions, final landing velocities and available propellant. Similarly, the
maximum thrust provided by each of the thrusters was constrained, as well as the
magnitude of the pitch and yaw rate. The algorithm uses the f-RPM to transcribe the
OCP into NLP, which is then solved with standard optimization software yielding full
state information at each of the predefined grid points.
Time-to-reach and propellant-to-reach maps were generated for the scenarios with
different final time, bounds on the constraints and initial conditions. The RS computed
with the developed algorithm constitutes the maximum attainable landing area of the
lander and used as reference solution for comparison of other RS computations using a
different guidance and control algorithm. It was shown that the area of the RS was
increasing with the increasing final time. It was also demonstrated that the bounds on
the thrust is an important factor on the area of the RS, and the bounds on the angular
rates on the shape of the RS as shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.11 respectively. With
the increased bound on the thrust, the size of the RS also increased. In addition, the
maximum allowed angular rates increased the agility of the lander, yielding a more
circular safe landing region.
Moreover, in line with the spectral convergence behaviour of the PSM methods, the
accuracy of the solution increased with the increase of nodes used for discretizing the
OCP. However, the computation time increased exponentially with size of the problem.
The RS was obtained in approximately 92 hours using 90 nodes on a desktop computer.
As a second example, a modified polynomial based Apollo guidance method was used
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for comparing the performance of the developed algorithm. The nonlinear dynamics
of the lander was inverted with feedback linearization and a Lyapunov based PD
controller was designed to attenuate the inversion error. Trajectories were generated
for the reference uniform gridded region on the Moon surface and solutions with active
constraints were filtered. Open loop system is considered for the optimal control problem
without any uncertainties or initial state error. The ratio of safe landing areas computed
with two respective methods is 48.4% in favor of the developed main algorithm with a
price of more computation time.
Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to show the robustness of the method and
obtain sensitivity of the results based in dispersion on the initial states and parameters of
the system. The nonlinear dynamics of the system were linearized around the reference
trajectories. A Riccati-equation based controller was designed for the linearized system to
track the reference trajectories. A normal distribution was assumed for the uncertainties,
and the frequency of the successful landing was obtained for each specific point inside
the reference RS. The largest ellipse was fitted inside the 100% success region and the
predefined metrics were used to assess the results. It was shown that the area of the RS
is most sensitive to the available propellant. The frequency of the successful landing
within the reference RS decreased substantially with decrease in propellant mass.
In order to compare the MC results, RS with uncertainties were computed using
unscented transform. A set of σ−points were chosen for the same sample mean and
covariance used in MC simulations. These points were propagated with the nonlinear
transformation and resulting multivariate probability density function was integrated
with proper bounds. The probability of successful landing was evaluated for the points
inside the reference RS and the results were compared with MC campaign. The results
showed similar behaviour of the RS with uncertainty for both MC analysis and unscented
transform based computations. The main advantage for using unscented transform is
that the similar results with MC simulations were obtained with using substantially
less number of simulations.
An interpolation method for reachable sets was proposed for the initial state errors.
Two RS were computed with perturbed values if the initial states. The resulting
trajectories were interpolated using cubic Hermite interpolation and the results were
compared with the reference RS. It was shown that, in all cases the Hausdorff distance
between the interpolated RS and reference RS was smaller than discretization error of
the landing area.
In summary, the presented results showed the performance and limitations of the
developed algorithm. The robustness and the accuracy of the algorithm was also
demonstrated with different scenarios.
10.1 Suggested Future Work
The algorithm relies on computing optimal trajectories. The solution of associated NLP
is time consuming and the computation speed for each single scenario is in the order of
hours. In order to increase computation speed, the structure of the problem could be
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exploited, better initial guess could be provided during the solution of NLP. Moreover
smart mesh generation tools could be developed to reduce the number of points required
to discretize the surface representing the landing area.
Real-time RS computation could provide essential information to HDA system. The
major disadvantage of the trajectory based RS analysis is the demanding computational
power. Interpolation of the off-line computed sets could be used to approximate RS
with an acceptable error margin. Pre-computed RS library coupled with a suitable
interpolation method might yield real-time capable solution. Moreover, necessary tools
could be developed to synthesize the data from different sensors and use the results in
decision making process during the mission phase.
Finally, the data obtained from RS computations could be also used for mission
analysis. It was seen that, the shape and the area of the successful landing region
was changing with different controller parameters. The gains could be optimized to
obtain maximum landing region. Similarly, the area of the safe landing zone or rate of
successful landing could be evaluated for different system parameters.
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Appendix A
Sample Set Computations
Use of polytopes to compute reachable is a simple, fast method for overapproximating
the reachable sets. Following algorithm is applied for Van Der Pol system as described
in96 28. Idea is to obtain the boundary of the reachable set at discrete time steps and
extend it in a way that it covers the whole trajectories. Given a finite set of points Γ,
convex hull of Γ is the smallest convex set (a polytope) that contains Γ. Let Ch(Γ)
denote the convex hull of Γ. Considering the system defined in (2.1) with given set
of initial states X0 which is a polytope, polyhedral approximation Rˆ[0,tf ](X0) of the
Reachable set R[0,tf ](X0) computed by
R[0,tf ](X0) ⊆ Rˆ[0,tf ](X0)
Let Poly(C,d) denote a convex polytope defined by the pair (C, d) ∈ Rm×n × Rm
according to
Poly(C, d) = {x | Cx ≤ d}
Each row of C is the normal vector to ith face of a polytope. A polytope P has a finite
number of vertices which are points in P that cannot be written as a strict convex
combination of any other points in P. Let’s denote V (P ) the set of vertices of P .
Objective is to compute an outer approximation to the entire flow pipe, the polytope
approximating the the kth segment of the flow pipe should contain that particular
segment. If the approximating polytope corresponds to a matrix pair (C, d) then we
want;
R[tk−1,tk](X0) ⊆ Poly(C, d))
Suppose that C is given. To obtain minimal approximation error for fixed C, we
compute d to solve the following optimization problem:
min
d
volume[Poly(C, d)]
s.t. R[tk−1,tk](X0) ⊆ Poly(C, d))
(A.1)
We denote the minimal set Poly(C, d∗) which is the solution to (A.1) by SminC R[tk−1,tk](X0).
The components of d∗ solving (A.1) can be found by solving the following constrained
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optimization problems for i = 1, ...,m.
max
x0,t
cTi x(t, x0)
s.t. x0 ∈ (X0)
t ∈ [tk−1, tk]
(A.2)
Let (x∗0, t∗) be a solution to (A.2), then solution to (A.1) is given by d∗i = c
T
i (t
∗, x∗0), for
i = 1, ...,m. Let the time interval [0, tf ] be divided intoN time steps [0, t1], [t1, t2], ..., [tN−1, tN ].
The complete flow pipe approximation from t = 0 to t = tf is the union of all N flow
pipe segments.
Rˆ[0,tf ](X0) =
⋃
k=1,...,N
Rˆ[tk−1,tk](X0) (A.3)
As an example resulting approximation for the Van Der Pol equation
x˙1 = x2
x˙2 = −0.2(x21 − 1)x2 − x1
(A.4)
In this example 2 simulations were run starting from extreme points of the initial
set. Later on flow pipe is approximated by N time equal sets. Afterwards coordinates
of the vertices obtained and Poly(C, d) was constructed. Direction vectors d which
define the polytope were extracted. These direction vectors were bloated such that all
the path lies within the new boundaries. This was done by solving the optimization
problem in Eq. (A.1). Finally a new polytope Poly(C, d∗) was constructed and union
of these segments overapproximates the true RS.
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Additional Reachable Sets
This section includes additional reachable maps for the lunar lander. In Chapter 9, a
trajectory interpolation method is used to measure the interpolated RS with different
initial states. The Hausdorff distance values are tabulated in this Chapter together
with interpolated sets. Appendix B.1 includes additional Figures that are not included
in Chapter 9.
In Chapter 7, uncertainties are defined for initial states and system parameters.
Attainable maps of the lander are computed for the closed loop system. Appendix B.2
includes additional reachable maps following the discussion in this chapter. The Figures
make a comparison of RS and %100 success RS with uncertainty for initial states and
system parameters. In addition, the nonconvex %100 success RS and maximum area
ellipses were illustrated.
B.1 Additional Interpolated RS
(a) (b)
Figure B.1: Set Interpolation with d˙0 = 1m/s and d˙0 = 9m/s.
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(a) (b)
Figure B.2: Set Interpolation with h˙0 = −23m/s and h˙0 = −15m/s.
(a) (b)
Figure B.3: Set Interpolation with c˙0 = −4m/s and c˙0 = 4m/s.
(a) (b)
Figure B.4: Set Interpolation with d0 = −30m and d0 = 30m.
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B.1 Additional Interpolated RS
(a) (b)
Figure B.5: Set Interpolation with h0 = 270m and h0 = 330m.
(a) (b)
Figure B.6: Set Interpolation with c0 = −30m and c0 = 30m.
(a) (b)
Figure B.7: Set Interpolation with β0 = −90.06◦ and β0 = −82.06◦.
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(a) (b)
Figure B.8: Set Interpolation with χ0 = −4◦ and χ0 = 4◦.
(a) (b)
Figure B.9: Set Interpolation with %96m0 and %104m0.
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B.2 Extended Monte Carlo Analysis
Uncertainty in d˙0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in d˙0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in d˙0.
Figure B.10: MC Simulations with uncertainty in d˙0.
Figure B.11: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in d˙0.
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Uncertainty in h˙0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in h˙0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in h˙0.
Figure B.12: MC Simulations with uncertainty in h˙0.
Figure B.13: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in h˙0.
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B.2 Extended Monte Carlo Analysis
Uncertainty in c˙0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in c˙0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in c˙0.
Figure B.14: MC Simulations with uncertainty in c˙0.
Figure B.15: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in c˙0.
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Uncertainty in d0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in d0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in d0.
Figure B.16: MC Simulations with uncertainty in d˙0.
Figure B.17: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in d0.
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Uncertainty in h0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in h0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in h0.
Figure B.18: MC Simulations with uncertainty in h0.
Figure B.19: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in h0.
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Uncertainty in c0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in c0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in c0.
Figure B.20: MC Simulations with uncertainty in c0.
Figure B.21: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in c0.
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Uncertainty in β0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in β0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in β0.
Figure B.22: MC Simulations with uncertainty in β0.
Figure B.23: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in β0.
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Uncertainty in χ0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in χ0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in χ0.
Figure B.24: MC Simulations with uncertainty in χ0.
Figure B.25: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in χ0.
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B.2 Extended Monte Carlo Analysis
Uncertainty in m0
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in m0.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in m0.
Figure B.26: MC Simulations with uncertainty in m0.
Figure B.27: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in m0.
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Uncertainty in SFC
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in SFC.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in SFC.
Figure B.28: MC Simulations with uncertainty in SFC.
Figure B.29: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in SFC.
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B.2 Extended Monte Carlo Analysis
Uncertainty in all States
(a) Comparison of RS and %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in all States and Parameters.
(b) Maximum Ellipse inside %100 Success RS
with Uncertainty in all States and Parameters.
Figure B.30: MC Simulations with uncertainty in all states and parameters.
Figure B.31: Histogram of Final States with Uncertainty in all States and Parameters.
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